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Abstract
The proposed earlier relativistic mean-field model with hadron masses and coupling
constants depending on the σ-meson field is generalized to finite temperatures.
Within this approach we simulate the in-medium behavior of the hadron masses
motivated by the Brown-Rho scaling. The high-lying baryon resonances and boson
excitations as well as excitations of the σ, ω and ρ fields interacting via mean fields
are incorporated into this scheme. Thermodynamic properties of hot and dense
hadronic matter are elaborated with the constructed equation of state. Even at
zero baryon density, effective masses of σ-ω-ρ-N excitations abruptly drop down
for T >∼ 170 MeV and reach zero at a critical temperature T = Tcσ ∼ 210 MeV.
Below Tcσ (at T ∼ 190 MeV) the specific heat gets a peak like at crossover. We
demonstrate that our EoS can be matched with that computed on the lattice for high
temperatures provided the baryon resonance couplings with nucleon are partially
suppressed. In this case the quark liquid would masquerade as the hadron one. The
model is applied to the description of heavy ion collisions in a broad collision energy
range. It might be especially helpful for studying phase diagram in the region near
possible phase transitions.
1 Introduction
The investigation of thermodynamic properties and phase structure of strongly
interacting nuclear matter at high baryon densities and temperatures has re-
cently become important in view of plans to construct new accelerator facil-
ities (FAIR) at GSI Darmstadt for covering the (5-35) AGeV heavy-ion en-
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ergy range [1]. Increasing interest to this energy region is emphasized by the
recent proposal for a low-energy campaign at RHIC aimed at identification
of the critical end-point [2] and by current discussions about the feasibility
for searching the quark-hadron mixed phase at the Nuclotron-based collider
(JINR, Dubna) [3].
Theoretical predictions for critical baryon densities and temperatures of phase
transitions depend sensitively on the equation of state (EoS) of both the
hadronic matter and the quark-gluon matter at high densities and temper-
atures in the nonperturbative regime. Here we focus on studying the hadronic
EoS. An EoS of hadronic matter should satisfy experimental information ex-
tracted from the description of global characteristics of atomic nuclei such as
the saturation density, binding energy per particle, compressibility, asymme-
try energy and some other. Some constraints on hadronic models of EoS follow
from analysis of elliptical flow and K+ data in heavy ion collisions (HIC) . In
addition to these constraints astrophysical bounds on the high-density behav-
ior of β-equilibrium neutron star matter were applied in the recent paper [4].
Obviously relativistic effects are important under extreme conditions of high
densities and temperatures. Microscopically based approaches, as the Dirac-
Brueckner-Hartree-Fock method, see [5], are very promising but need rather
involved calculations. Uncertainties are getting larger with increase of the
baryon density and temperature. E.g., three-body forces are to large extend
unconstrained. Their poorly-known isospin and temperature dependencies in-
troduce additional sources of uncertainty. In the quark-meson-coupling models
the nuclear system is represented as a collection of quark bags. The interac-
tions are generated by the exchange of σ-, ω- and ρ-mesons treated on the
mean-field level with quarks, for recent review see [6]. These models might be
especially useful for the study of the quark deconfinement phase transition.
But they involve uncertainties due to phenomenological description of the
nucleon structure. As a more economical approach for describing global prop-
erties of nuclear matter at the above extreme conditions the relativistic mean
field (RMF) approach is often used where baryons interact with σ, ω and ρ
mean fields. Parameters of the model are extracted from the comparison with
the experimental data. First RMF models used a minimal coupling of nucleons
with σ, ω and ρ mesons [7]. However it proved to be insufficient to appropri-
ately describe experimental data. Therefore non-linear self-interactions of the
σ meson have been introduced, see [8]. This approach was latter extended
to meson fields [9]. As an alternative, RMF models with density dependent
nucleon-meson couplings were developed [10]. They allow a more flexible de-
scription of the medium dependence. Many other extensions of the models
have been considered, e.g. models including SU(3) symmetry [11]. It is not
our goal here to study and compare different models with each other. Most of
the models were developed in order to describe a specific domain of nuclear
physics. Their validity in other regions of nuclear physics either was not con-
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sidered or they failed to describe them. In Ref. [4] a general testing scheme was
developed to apply the models to all known nuclear systems. It has been shown
that among other phenomenological models studied there, the RMF model of
the EoS suggested in [12] proved to be one of the most efficient model satisfy-
ing majority of the existing constraints at zero temperature (see KVOR EoS
in Table 5 in Ref. [4]). Therefore focusing on the further application to HIC,
the given model will be generalized here to finite temperatures.
Following Ref. [12] we assume a relevance of the (partial) chiral symmetry
restoration at high baryon densities and/or temperatures [13] manifesting in
form of the Brown-Rho scaling hypothesis [14]: Masses and coupling constants
of all hadrons decrease with a density increase in approximately the same way.
Note that most of the models use the constant σ, ω, ρ effective masses. Some
models introduce field interaction terms leading to an increase of the σ, ω,
ρ effective masses with the increasing nucleon density, e.g. [15,16]. Contrary,
Ref. [12] follows the Brown-Rho scaling hypothesis and scales the quadratic
(mass) terms of σ, ω and ρ fields as well as the baryon mass by a universal
scaling function Φ. The scaling function Φ is assumed to be dependent on the σ
mean-field. This provides thermodynamical consistency of the model. In order
to obtain a reasonable EoS, the meson-nucleon coupling constants should be
also scaled with the σ mean field. Differences in the scaling functions for the
effective masses of ω- and ρ-fields and their couplings to a nucleon allow one to
get an appropriate density-dependent behavior of both the total energy and
the nuclear asymmetry energy, in agreement with constrains obtained from
measurements of neutron star masses and surface temperatures [4].
Our main goal here is to construct some effective model of EoS that would
incorporate the decrease of hadron masses and couplings with increase of the
baryon density nB and temperature T and, simultaneously, would fulfill vari-
ous constraints known from analysis of atomic nuclei, neutron stars and HIC.
Our consideration is based on the generalization of the KVOR model [4] to
finite temperatures. We aim to test its suitability to description of properties
of hot and dense matter formed in HIC. Besides the nucleon and meson mean
fields we include low-lying non-strange and strange baryon resonances (N , ∆,
Λ, Σ, Ξ, Σ∗, Ξ∗, and Ω), meson excitations σ(600), ρ(770), ω(782) constructed
on the ground of mean fields , and the (quasi)Goldstone excitations π(138),
K(495), η(547). We add here their high mass partners in the SU(3) multi-
plet K∗(892), η
′
(958) and ϕ(1020). All corresponding antiparticles are also
included. All states are treated within quasiparticle approximation.
We restrict ourselves by taking into account only the large Nc ground states
of baryons and mesons [17]. Generalization to higher mass resonances is, of
course, straightforward. However we will drop them from our consideration
being guided by the following arguments: The next in mass state that does
not enter the multiplet is the Λ(1405) state. It manifests in the kaon scattering
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data as a quasimolecular state near the kaon-nucleon threshold. However in
description of a broad kaon energy region under discussion in this work the
Λ(1405) hyperon does not manifest as a pole-like term [18]. Ref. [19] presented
arguments that Λ(1405) should dissolve in matter. Thereby we will exclude
Λ(1405) from our study. Moreover as it is conjectured in Ref. [20], higher mass
baryon resonances can be understood as composite particles. Their widths in
matter are expected to be quite large. Ref. [20] reproduces particle scattering
data assuming that the lowest baryon octet and decouplet are only relevant
degrees of freedom. Therefore we do not incorporate the higher resonances
within our quasiparticle model. Besides, the higher mass particles are con-
sidered, the less they contribute to thermodynamics, and the less one knows
about their interactions. Following above argumentation and in order not to
complicate consideration by introducing dependencies on unknown parameters
we accordingly cut the baryon particle set.
Although free σ-, ρ-, ω-mesons are rather heavy, their effective masses in
matter essentially decrease. Therefore we include excitations of these fields as
well. Sometimes the δ[a0(980)]-meson is incorporated in the RMF scheme [21].
Its role in RMF models is similar to that of the ρ-meson except that inclusion
of δ[a0(980)]-meson allows for mass splitting between proton and neutron.
Since δ[a0(980)] coupling constants to other particles are unknown and the
mass is larger than that for ω we do not incorporate δ in our scheme.
To construct a practical description, the particle interaction with σ-, ω- and
ρ-meson fields is treated only in the mean-field approximation. The fermion-
fermion hole loop diagrams for boson propagators and the boson-fermion loop
diagrams for fermion propagators are disregarded. Thereby we omit the p-
wave pion-baryon and kaon-baryon interaction effects, though these effects
are important in high-baryon density regime [18,22,23]. At high temperatures
the fermion-antifermion loops in boson propagation and fermion-boson loops
in boson propagation might become very important [24]. We however postpone
study of these effects to a future work. At sufficiently large baryon densities
there might appear condensates of some (quasi)Goldstone bosons, like K− and
K¯0, ρ−, and might be η. To deal with stable ground state we include a self-
interaction of (quasi)Goldstone boson fields. With this model we construct the
EoS as function of the temperature and the baryon density and apply it in a
broad density-temperature region. Below for brevity we call thus constructed
model as the scaled hadron mass and couplings (SHMC) model.
The paper is organized as follows. In sect. 2 we formulate the Lagrangian of
the model. Then in sect. 3 the energy density for a system at finite baryon
density and temperature is constructed. In sect. 4 parameters of the model
are determined by fitting them to available data at zero temperature or by
exploiting the symmetry relations in case when there are no data. Sects. 5 and
6 are devoted to evaluation of thermodynamic properties of the constructed
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EoS for T = 0 and T 6= 0, respectively. In sect. 7 we apply our model to
HIC. Some concluding remarks and perspectives are given in sect. 8. Lengthy
formulae for different terms of the energy density and a scheme how to cal-
culate condensates, when they occur in some (T, nB) range, are deferred to
Appendices A and B. Throughout the paper we use units h¯ = c = 1.
2 Lagrangian
Within our model we present the Lagrangian density of the hadronic matter
as the sum of several terms:
L = Lbar + Lmes + LGold + Lel + δLvec. (1)
Let us describe each term in (1).
The Lagrangian density for baryons interacting via σ, ω, ρ is as follows, cf. [12],
Lbar=
∑
b∈{b}
[
Ψ¯b
(
iD · γ
)
Ψb −m∗b Ψ¯bΨb + tbQnbV
]
. (2)
The long derivative D is given as follows
Dµ = ∂µ − iV tbQ δµ0 + i gωb χω ωµ + igρb χρ ~ρµ ~tb , (3)
where gωb and gρb are coupling constants and χω, χρ are coupling scaling
functions which will be determined below, ωµ = (ω0, ~ω) and ρ
a
µ = (ρ
a
0, ~ρ
a) are
ω- and ρ-fields with a = 1, 2, 3. Here γµ are Dirac matrices, nb is the particle
(or antiparticle) density of baryon species b, V = −eΦel is the electric potential
Φel measured in the electron charge units.
The baryon set {b} that we use is presented in Table 1. In reality masses of
charged and neutral particles of the given species are slightly different. We
ignore this difference that allows us to use isospin invariance for V = 0.
The σ-, ω-, ρ-meson contributions to the Lagrangian density
Lmes =
∑
m∈{m}
Lm, with {m} = σ, ω, ρ (4)
render, respectively:
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Table 1
Properties of the basic baryon set (masses are given in MeV)
p n ∆++ ∆+ ∆0 ∆− Λ0 Σ+ Σ0 Σ−
mb 938 938 1232 1232 1232 1232 1116 1193 1193 1193
t3b
1
2 −12 32 12 −12 −32 0 1 0 -1
tQb 1 0 2 1 0 -1 0 1 0 -1
tsb 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1
sb
1
2
1
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
continuation
Ξ0 Ξ− Σ∗+ Σ∗0 Σ∗− Ξ∗0 Ξ∗− Ω−
mb 1318 1318 1385 1385 1385 1530 1530 1672
t3b
1
2 −12 1 0 -1 12 −12 −12
tQb 0 -1 1 0 -1 0 -1 -1
tsb -2 -2 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 -3
sb
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
Lσ= ∂
µσ ∂µσ
2
− m
∗2
σ σ
2
2
− U(σ);
Lω =−ωµν ω
µν
4
+
m∗2ω ωµω
µ
2
, ωµν = ∂µων − ∂νωµ; (5)
Lρ=Lρ0 + Lρ±;
Lρ0 = ∂
µρ30∂µρ
3
0
2
+
1
2
m∗2ρ (ρ
3
0)
2, (6)
Lρ± = [(i∂0 − V + gρ χ′ρ ρ(3)0 ) ρ−ch] [(i∂0 − V + gρ χ
′
ρ ρ
(3)
0 ) ρ
−
ch]
†
− |∇ρ−ch|2 −m∗2ρ |ρ−ch|2, ρ−ch = (ρ1 − iρ2)/
√
2. (7)
Here gρ coupling is responsible for the self-interaction of the charged and
neutral species, χ
′
ρ is the scaling function. Non-Abelian ρ-ρ interaction with
gρ = gρN is motivated by the hidden local symmetry approach, cf. [25], where
ρ-meson is introduced as a non-Abelian gauge boson. Nevertheless this pos-
sibility is often disregarded and one uses the simplest form with gρ = 0, cf.
[26]. In a sufficiently dense asymmetric nuclear matter the presence of the
self-interaction may result in appearance of the charged ρ-meson condensate
characterized by non-zero ρ− mean field instead of ρ0 one, cf. [12,27].
Following [12] we use the σ-field dependent effective masses of baryons
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m∗b/mb = Φb(χσσ) = 1− gσb χσ σ/mb , b ∈ {b} (8)
with the baryon set {b} defined in Table 1 and mass terms of the mean fields
are
m∗m/mm= |Φm(χσσ)| , {m} = σ, ω, ρ , (9)
where gσb are σb-coupling constants. We have introduced the absolute value
of Φm(χσσ) to indicate that only (m
∗
m)
2 mass terms, as they appear in the
Lagrangian, have physical meaning. This observation is important to interpret
the situation when Φm(χσ σ) becomes negative, see sect. 6 below.
For the sake of simplicity we scale all couplings gσb by a single scaling function
χσ(σ), and all gωb, gρb by χω(σ) and χρ(σ) scaling functions, respectively. Thus
all scaling functions depend only on σ. The idea behind that is as follows. The
σ field can be expressed in terms of the ud quark condensate. The change of
effective hadron masses and couplings is associated namely with modification
of the quark condensate in matter. Thus we consider the σ field as an order
parameter. The σ excitations are then treated as fluctuations around the mean
value of the order parameter. Similarly long-scale fluctuations are treated in
the Landau phenomenological theory of phase transitions.
The dimensionless scaling functions Φb and Φm, as well as the coupling scaling
functions χm depend on the scalar field in the combination χσ(σ) σ. Therefore
for further convenience we introduce the variable
f = gσN χσ σ/mN . (10)
Following [12] we assume an approximate validity of the Brown-Rho scaling
ansatz in the simplest form
Φ = ΦN = Φσ = Φω = Φρ = 1− f. (11)
We keep the standard form for the non-linear self-interaction term (potential
U) of RMF models, but now in terms of the new variable f , and using (10) it
can be rewritten as follows:
U =m4N(
b
3
f 3 +
c
4
f 4) =
bmN (gσN χσ σ)
3
3
+
c(gσN χσ σ)
4
4
. (12)
Two additional parameters, b and c, allow us to accommodate realistic values
of the nuclear compressibility and the effective nucleon mass at the saturation
density. An extra attention should be paid to the fact that the coefficient c
must be positive to deal with the stable ground state.
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The contribution of the electric field Lel to the Lagrangian density is:
Lel = 1
8πe2
(∇V )2 . (13)
Coulomb effects are responsible for a deviation of the low-momentum π+/π−
rates from unity in HIC of isospin-symmetric nuclei, and for some other effects.
It is important to include the Coulomb term for the description of mixed
phases in dense neutron star matter, cf. [28,29].
There are mean-field solutions of the Lagrangian Lbar+Lmes+Lel ≡ ∑b∈{b} Lb+∑
m∈{m} Lm + Lel. To these terms we add the Lagrangian density
LGold =
∑
g∈{g}
Lg, {g} = π±,0(138);K±,0, K¯0(495); η(547). (14)
These particles are often treated as (quasi)Goldstone (”Gold”) bosons within
the chiral SU(3) symmetrical models. Therefore we may not to scale their
masses and couplings, as we have done for {m} = σ, ω, ρ. At rather small
baryon densities there are no mean-field solutions of equations of motion which
follow from LGold. Such solutions may however arise at sufficiently large baryon
densities signalizing on condensations of these fields. On the other hand, we
observe, cf. [12], that for the case of spatially homogeneous system equations
for mean fields and thus mean-field solutions do not change if we replace σ-,
ω-, ρ-fields by the scaled fields χσσ, χωω and χρρ provided Φb = Φm = χm,
and χ′ρ = χ
2
ρ. If we wish to extend this symmetry to the case when Goldstones
are included, in addition to scaling of masses we should scale couplings, g∗mg =
gmg χm. Below we will test both possibilities g
∗
mg = gmg and g
∗
mg = gmg χm,
and refer to them as versions without and with scaling, respectively.
The contribution of the pion Lagrangian density Lπ into Eq. (14) is given by
Lπ =Lπ0 + Lπ±, (15)
Lπ0 = ∂
µπ0∂µπ
0
2
− m
∗2
π (π
0)2
2
, m∗π = mπ − g∗σπσ; (16)
Lπ± = (i∂0 − V + g∗ωπω0 + g∗ρπρ30)π− [(i∂0 − V + g∗ωπω0 + g∗ρπρ30)π−]†
− |∇π−|2 −m∗2π |π−|2 . (17)
The kaon Lagrangian density contributes as
LK = [(∂0 − iqˆKV + ig∗ωKω0 + ig∗ρKτ3ρ30)†K†]
× [(∂0 − iqˆKV + ig∗ωKω0 + ig∗ρKτ3ρ30)K] (18)
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−∇K†∇K −m∗2KK†K, m∗K = mK − g∗σKσ, qˆK =
1
2
(1 + τ3) ,
with K = (K,K0), τ3 is the Pauli matrix.
We follow [30] and present the Lagrangian density of the η meson as
Lη= 1
2
∂µη ∂µη − 1
2

m2η − ∑
b∈{b}
Σηb
f 2π
Ψ¯bΨb

 η2
+
1
2
∑
b∈{b}
κηb
f 2π
Ψ¯bΨb ∂
µη ∂µη. (19)
Here fπ = 93 MeV is the pion decay constant. For nucleons the constants
ΣηN and κηN are estimated from the scattering data: ΣηN ≃ 280 ± 130 MeV
and κηN ≃ 0.40± 0.08 fm. Other parameters in (19) are not known. Ref. [30]
used a large value for the KN -sigma term, ΣKN . Below we argue for a smaller
value of ΣKN . Therefore we will test a sensitivity of the η-description to the
coupling variations.
When the total Lagrangian is known, one can derive equations of motion for
every field. Even for low baryon density, equations of motion for σ, ω and ρ
and V allow mean-field solutions σ0, ω0, ρ
3
0, and V0. Therefore we use:
σ ≡ σ0; ωµ = ω0 δω0; ρaµ = R0 δa3 δµ0; V ≡ V0. (20)
Only for isotopically asymmetric matter (N 6= Z) we have R0 6= 0. As we
have mentioned, if the baryon density increases above a critical value and
N 6= Z, there may appear another solution with R0 = 0 but with a non-zero
solution for the charged ρ-meson mean field, ρ−ch 6= 0, cf. [12,27]. For the sake
of simplicity we disregard such a possibility in the present work.
Similarly to the case of self-interacting ρ meson fields, there exist higher or-
der terms in LGold describing self-interaction of the fields. Using approximate
SU(3) theory these terms can be presented as
LintGold = λ
∑
g
(~φ 2)2/4; ~φ = (π1, π2, π3;K1, K2, K3, K4; η) (21)
with a positive self-interaction coupling constant λ = const ∼ 1 and redefined
fields π± = (π1 ± iπ2)/
√
2, π0 = π3, K
± = (K1 ± iK2)/
√
2, K0 = (K1 +
iK2)/
√
2, K¯0 = (K1 − iK2)/
√
2. Eq. (21) has the simplest form although we
could use self-interaction terms with different couplings for different particle
species.
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The remaining terms δLvec in the Lagrangian density (1) are due to the vector
mesons K∗ and ϕ, and the glueball-like state η
′
. One could treat ϕ like ω with
similar scaling of the effective masses and couplings. Due to a high value of
strange quark mass one can expect that K∗ and ϕ couplings are less than
those for ω. Since little is known about interactions of these particles and not
to complicate further consideration by introducing unknown parameters we
consider K∗ and ϕ as free particles in present work. To our knowledge there
is no information about values of η
′
b-couplings. Therefore, being conservative,
we put them zero treating η
′
also as a free particle.
As we have mentioned, condensates of some (quasi)Goldstone fields may ap-
pear at some specific conditions. In this case their equations of motion acquire
mean-field solutions, as those for σ, ω and ρ. In such cases for neutral fields
(the strangeness and electric charge being zero) the stability of the ground
state is provided only due to presence of the self-interaction, see Eq. (21).
To single out quasiparticles (excitations) from mean fields, in the Lagrangian
Lmes one should do replacements ω0 = ωcl0 (σ) + ω′, R0 = Rcl0 (σ) + R ′0 , ~φ =
~φcl(σ)+ ~φ ′, ~ω = ~ω
′
and ~ρ = ~ρ
′
. Here ωcl0 , R
cl
0 ,
~φcl are the mean (classical) field
variables and ω′µ, (ρ
′
0)
µ, (ρ′±)
µ, ~φ′ are responsible for new excitations. Then
we expand the Lagrangian density retaining only quadratic terms in the fields
of excitations. The coefficients at non-derivative quadratic terms are read as
squared masses of excitations. We recognize that effective masses of the zero
and spatial components of vector fields are equal and the gauge conditions
∂µωµ = 0, ∂
µρaµ = 0 are fulfilled.
Equations of motion for mean fields and for excitations are obtained by the
variation of the total action. If mean-field terms are rather large and excitation
contributions are small, one may disregard the excitation terms in equations of
motion for the mean fields and neglect self-interactions of excitations. However
one should keep interactions of excitations with mean fields in equations of
motion for excitations and in their thermodynamic quantities.
Since there are no experimental indications of condensation of (quasi)Goldstone
bosons in the regimes of HIC, we will focus our further discussion on the case
when condensates do not occur, paying a special attention to situations when
condensation is possible.
We checked that minimization of the energy density with respect to the σ
field produces an equation of motion for this field being in agreement with the
Lagrange equation after its Gibbs averaging. Thus to find the squared effective
mass of the σ excitation (i.e. of the fluctuation of the order parameter), we
take ω0(σ), R0(σ), plug them in the energy density, put σ = σ
cl+ σ
′
, and find
the second derivative of the energy density in respect with σcl, see Eq. (66) in
Appendix A.
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3 Energy density at finite temperature
Let us assume that the system volume is sufficiently large and surface effects
may be disregarded. Thus only spatially homogeneous RMF solutions of the
equations of motion are considered. To simplify expressions we will treat all
quantities in the rest frame. Generalization to the arbitrary moving inertial
frame is obvious.
The thermodynamic potential density Ω, pressure P , free energy density F ,
energy density E and entropy density are related as
E = F + TS, F [f, ω0, R0, T ] =
∑
i
µini + Ω , Ω = −P, (22)
µi =
∂F
∂ni
. (23)
Summation index i runs over all particle species; ni are particle densities, see
Eq. (63). Chemical potentials µi enter Green functions in the standard gauge
combinations εi + µi.
The energy density can be presented as the sum of the mean σ-, ω-, ρ-field
contributions as well as contributions of baryons and all meson excitations. So
we have
E[f, ω0, R0, T ] =
∑
b∈{b}
Eb[f, T ] +
∑
m∈{m}
EMFm [f, ω0, R0, T ]
+Ebos.ex.[f, ω0, R0, T ] ≡ EMF + Ebos.ex. . (24)
The first two sums (resulting in the term EMF) are included in every RMF
model but with smaller set {b}, whereas the boson excitation term Ebos.ex. is
obtained here beyond the scope of the RMF approximation.
Although all terms are functions only of f and T , we will present them also as
functions of ω0 and R0 in such a way that the values of the ω0(f) and R0(f)
mean fields can be found by minimization of the energy at fixed f . Then
ω0(f) and R0(f) are plugged in the energy density functional that becomes
function of f only. So the equilibrium value of f can be found by subsequent
minimization of the energy in this field.
Since Ebos.ex.[f, ω0, R0, T ] depends on the mean fields, its minimization pro-
duces extra terms in the mean-field equations. Within the approximation of
rarefied gas of excitations used in this work, we treat excitations perturba-
tively thus omitting these extra terms. Therefore, we assume that Ebos.part =
Ebos.part[f
MF, ωMF0 , R
MF
0 , T ], where f
MF, ωMF0 , R
MF
0 are found by minimization
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of the energy E = EMF, i.e. without inclusion of the boson excitation term.
Thus our equations of motion for mean fields are:
∂
∂ω0
EMF[f, ω0, T ] = 0 ,
∂
∂R0
EMF[f, R0, T ] = 0 (25)
and
d
df
EMF[f, ω0(f), R0(f), T ] = 0 . (26)
At variation of the energy density one should not vary over the particle oc-
cupation numbers. Note that if the interaction of excitations were included
within the self-consistent Hartree approximation, in Eqs. (25), (26), we would
minimize the total energy E rather than EMF. It would however additionally
complicate the solution of the problem. We postpone the study of this possible
model generalization for a future work.
It is noteworthy that to obtain equations of motion, instead of the energy
density one could vary the thermodynamic potential Ω, cf. [29].
At the resonance peak the vacuum ∆-isobar mass width is Γmax∆ ≃ 115 MeV.
In reality Γ∆ is the temperature-, density- and energy-momentum-dependent
quantity. For low ∆-energies the width is much less than Γmax∆ . A typical ∆
energy is ω∆ − m∗∆ ∼ T . Thus for low temperature, T <∼ ǫF (ǫF is the nu-
cleon Fermi energy) the effective value of the ∆-width is significantly less
than Γmax∆ . At these temperatures the quasiparticle approximation does not
work for ∆’s but their contribution to thermodynamic quantities is small.
When the temperature is >∼ mπ there appears essential temperature contri-
bution to the width and the resonance becomes broader [31]. ∆’s essentially
contribute to thermodynamic quantities. Only for temperatures T >∼ Γ
max
∆ (T )
the quasiparticle approximation becomes a reasonable approximation.
In reality ρ- and σ-mesons also have rather broad widths. The observed en-
hancement of the dilepton production at CERN, in particular in the recent
NA60 experiment [32] on µ+µ− production, can be explained by significant
broadening of the ρ in matter [33], though decreasing of the ρ mass could also
help in explanation of the data [34] 1 . Besides, the ρ width might increase
with further decrease of its effective mass [36]. Also particles which have no
1 As demonstrated in [34] the calculated large mass shift is mainly caused by the
assumed temperature dependence of the in-medium mass. Inclusion of this tem-
perature dependence modifies the scaling hypothesis originally claimed by Brown
and Rho. Some arguments on what the proper mass-scaling predicts for dilepton
production in HIC, e.g. NA60, were given in [35].
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widths in vacuum like nucleons acquire the widths in matter due to collisional
broadening. Their widths grow with the temperature increase, cf. [24]. As we
have argued above in case with ∆ isobars, the quasiparticle approximation
may become a reasonable approximation at sufficiently high temperature, if
T >∼ Γ(T ).
The problem becomes much more involved, if one tries to treat particle width
effects consistently. Therefore, to simplify consideration we use the quasipar-
ticle approximation in the present work for all particle species in the whole
temperature and baryon density range of our interest.
Now let us subsequently consider all energy terms in Eq. (24).
3.1 The baryon contribution
The contribution of the given baryon species b to the energy density is as
follows
Eb[f, T ] = (2sb + 1)
∞∫
0
dp p2
2π2
(fb + f¯b)
√
m∗2b (f) + p
2 − tQb nb (V + µch)
+ tQb n¯b (V + µch), p = |~p|. (27)
The spin factor sb = 1/2 for N and hyperons, while sb = 3/2 for the ∆-
resonance, see Table 1. The Fermi-particle (baryon) occupations,
fb=
1
exp[(
√
m∗2b + p
2 − µ∗b)/T ] + 1
, (28)
f¯b=
1
exp[(
√
m∗2b + p
2 + µ∗b)/T ] + 1
, (29)
depend on the gauge-shifted values of the chemical potentials
µ∗b = tb µbar + t
s
b µstr + t
Q
b (µch + V )− gωb χωω0 − t3b gρb χρ R0 . (30)
The baryon chemical potential of the b species is µb = tb µbar, and the corre-
sponding strangeness term is µsb = t
s
b µstr. As is seen, the electrical potential
V → V + µch is shifted by the charge chemical potential µch related to the
isospin composition of the system. Suppressing Coulomb effects one drops out
the shifted value of V . Sometimes instead of µch one introduces the isospin
chemical potential, cf. [37].
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3.2 Mean-field contribution
It is convenient to introduce the coupling ratios
xmb = gmb/gmN , {m} = σ, ω, ρ, (31)
and, instead of χm, another variables
ηm(f) = Φ
2
m(f)/χ
2
m(f) , (32)
since the energy density depends namely on such combinations rather than on
Φm and χm separately.
Using these new variables the contribution of mean fields to the energy density
is given as follows:
EMFσ [f ] =
m4N f
2
2C2σ
ησ(f) + U(f), (33)
EMFω [f, ω0] =
C2ω (
∑
b∈{b} xωb (nb − n¯b))2
2m2N ηω(f)
− m
2
Nηω(f)
2C2ω
[
gωN χω ω0 −
C2ω (
∑
b∈{b} xωb (nb − n¯b))
m2N ηω(f)
]2
. (34)
The net baryon density is defined as follows
∑
b∈{b}
(nb − n¯b) ≡ nB , (35)
where the partial baryon and antibaryon densities for the species b are
nb = (2sb + 1)
∞∫
0
dp p2
2π2
fb , n¯b = (2sb + 1)
∞∫
0
dp p2
2π2
f¯b . (36)
Renormalized constants are
Cm =
mN gmN
mm
. (37)
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Values of the parameters used will be specified in sect. 4 below. Similarly, for
the ρ mean-field contribution we have
EMFρ [f, R0, T ] =
C2ρ (n
t
B)
2
8m2N ηρ(f)
− m
2
N ηρ(f)
2C2ρ
[
gρN χρ R0 −
C2ρ n
t
B
2m2N ηρ(f)
]2
.(38)
The isotopic charge density in the baryon sector is given by
ntB = 2
∑
b∈{b}
t3b(nb − n¯b) xρb . (39)
As one can see, the isovector baryon density ntB plays the role of the source
for the ρ-meson field ρ
(3)
0 = R0 . Therefore for the iso-symmetrical matter
(N = Z) one has nBt = 0 and E
MF
ρ = 0 .
The net density of strange baryons and mesons reads
nstr =
∑
b∈{b}
tsb (nb − n¯b)−nK− − nK¯0 − nK∗− − nK¯∗0
+nK+ + nK0 + nK∗+ + nK∗0 . (40)
We assume that all strange particles are trapped inside the fireball till the
freeze-out. Therefore the total strangeness is zero. In this paper we do not con-
sider the possibility of a mixed phase: Strange clusters surrounded by normal
matter. This possibility arises since the charge (electric charge, baryon charge,
strangeness, etc) can be conserved only globally rather than locally [38].
We put locally nstr = 0. Then this condition determines the value of the
strangeness chemical potential µstr.
Similarly, we may introduce the electric charge density
nch =
∑
b∈{b}
tQb (nb − n¯b) +nπ+ + nK+ + nρ+ + nK∗+
−nπ− − nK− − nρ− − nK∗− , (41)
assuming that it is conserved locally. The quantity nch = (Z/A)nB determines
the value of the charged chemical potential µch.
Our SHMC RMF energy density functional depends on four particular com-
binations of the functions, ησ,ρ,ω(f) and U(f). Note that the dependence on
the scaling function ησ can always be presented as a part of the new potential
U obtained by means of the replacement U → U + m4N f2
2C2σ
(1 − ησ(f)) , and
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vise versa, so the potential U can be absorbed in the new quantity ησ. Thus
actually only three independent functions enter the energy density functional.
Eq. (24) together with Eqs. (27), (33), (34), (38) demonstrate explicitly equiv-
alence of mean-field Lagrangians for constant fields with various parameters
if they correspond to the same functions ηρ,ω(f) and ησ (either U(f)), with
the field f related to the scalar field σ through Eq. (10).
3.3 Bosonic excitations
To find the total energy (24) one should yet define the contribution of bosonic
excitations. The energy density of boson excitations is the sum of partial
contributions
Ebos.ex[f, ω0, R0, T ] =E
part
σ + E
part
ω + E
part
ρ + E
part
π
+EpartK + E
part
η + E
part
K∗ + E
part
η′ + E
part
φ . (42)
Explicit expressions for the partial contributions can be found in Appendix A.
As was mentioned, in the present paper we consider a non-interacting gas
of excitations. Thus, in order to get Epartσ we expand EMF[σ, ω0(σ), R0(σ), T ]
in Eq. (24) in δσ = σ − σcl. Linear term in δσ does not contribute due to
subsequent requirement of the energy minimum in σcl. From the second order
term we extract
(mpart∗σ )
2 ≡ ∂2EMF[σ, ω0(σ), R0(σ), T ]/∂σ2. (43)
Here particle occupation are not varied as in (26). In the gas approximation
we may drop the higher order terms in δσ. Effective masses of ω and ρ prove
to be the same as those follow from the mean-field mass terms
mpart∗ω = mω|Φω(f)|, mpart∗ρ = mρ|Φω(f)| . (44)
As have been mentioned, the simplifying ansatz (11) is used in present work.
At certain conditions Bose condensates of some boson species may occur.
Below we will demonstrate that our choices of couplings do not allow for
Bose condensates of excitations in the temperature-density region which we
will discuss in application to HIC. However condensates may appear for other
possible choices of couplings and if a broader density-temperature interval is
considered. Explanation how to include Bose condensates if they appear is
given in Appendix B.
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4 Choice of SHMC model parameters and scaling functions
Parameters of the RMF model, Cσ, Cω, Cρ, and the self-interaction potential
U , are to be adjusted to reproduce the nuclear matter properties at the satu-
ration for T = 0. Usually they are fixed by values of the binding energy ebind,
nuclear saturation density nB = n0 and symmetry energy coefficient asym,
which are known within some error bars. We will use the same basic input
parameters as in Ref. [12]:
n0 = 0.16 fm
−3, ebind = −16 MeV, asym(n0) = 32 MeV. (45)
The saturation baryon density and the binding energy are related as
∂E[nB ; f ]
∂nB
∣∣∣∣∣
n0,f(n0)
=
1
n0
E[n0; f(n0)] = mN + ebind , (46)
and the compressibility modulus is given by
K = 9n0

∂2E
∂n2B
∣∣∣∣∣
n0,f(n0)
−

 ∂2E
∂nB ∂f
∣∣∣∣∣
n0,f(n0)


2 
∂2E
∂f 2
∣∣∣∣∣
n0,f(n0)


−1

 . (47)
Here f(n0) is a solution of Eq. (26) at the density np = nn = n0/2 . The pa-
rameter Cρ is determined from the symmetry energy coefficient of the nuclear
matter
asym(nB) =
nB
8
∂2
∂n2p
E (nB − np, np)
∣∣∣
np=n/2
=
C2ρ nB
8m2N ηρ
+
π2 nB
4 pF
√
m∗2N + p
2
FN
, (48)
pFN being the nucleon Fermi momentum in iso-symmetrical matter (N = Z).
We use the modified Walecka model with a non-universal scaling of masses and
couplings (referred as the MW(n.u) model in [12] and as the KVOR model
in [4]). This model matches the Urbana-Argonne EoS (A18+δv+UIX*) [39]
for the baryon densities below 4n0 at T = 0, which correctly reproduces the
maximal neutron star massMmax ≃ 2M⊙ and gives sufficiently large threshold
density for the direct Urca reaction nDUcrit to be in agreement with the neutron
star cooling phenomenology [40]. The Urbana-Argone (A18+δv+UIX*) EoS
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is derived within a microscopical variational theory of nuclear matter. It em-
ploys the non-relativistic paired NN potential extracted from the analysis of
the scattering data, includes the boost v2/c2-order corrections and incorpo-
rates a three nucleon interaction. However due to using of the non-relativistic
potential the Urbana-Argone EoS violates causality for nB >∼ 4n0 and T = 0.
In Ref. [41] the A18+δv+UIX* EoS is fitted for n <∼ 4n0 but the causality
problem is solved for higher densities. We call this modification as the HHJ
model. Parameters of our SHMC (KVOR-based) EoS are fitted in such a way
that the energy (including the symmetry energy) and the pressure are very
close to those for A18+δv+UIX* (and HHJ) for nB < 4n0 and T = 0 both for
the Z = 0 and N = Z cases. Since our EoS is based on RMF calculations, no
causality problem arises.
An appropriate behavior of the EoS for T = 0 is obtained with the scaling
factors introduced in the same way as in [12]
ησ =
Φ2σ
χ2σ
= 1 , ηω(f) =
1 + z f(n0)
1 + z f
, (49)
ηρ(f) =
ηω(f)
ηω(f) + 4
C2ω
C2ρ
(ηω(f)− 1)
, (50)
with z as a parameter. If one puts z = 0, the standard RMF version without
σ scaling is covered. Effective nucleon mass and the compressibility coefficient
are
m∗N (n0)/mN = 0.805, K = 275 MeV. (51)
Note that, if we chose a smaller values of m∗N (n0)/mN , we should simulta-
neously increase K to supply positivity of the c constant in the interaction
potential U .
The used here values of other parameters of the SHMC model are the same
as in the KVOR one [12] :
z=0.65 :
C2ω =87.600 , C
2
ρ = 100.64 , C
2
σ = 179.56 ,
b=7.7346× 10−3 , c = 3.4462× 10−4 . (52)
As we will show below, the scaling ratio ηω is in the interval 0 < 1− ηω <∼ 0.15
at T = 0 for all baryon densities of our interest. Then ηρ is always finite and
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positive. Considering symmetric nuclear matter N = Z at a high temperature,
we will demonstrate that f → 1 (for T ≃ 210 MeV) that corresponds to
1 − ηω ≃ 0.32. However, already for a smaller value 1 − ηω the ratio ηρ in
(50) has the pole. Actually, in the case N = Z the EMFρ = 0 and the problem
does not arise. Nevertheless, if we wanted to describe the high-temperature
regime for N 6= Z in a similar way as for N = Z, we would need to correct the
above expression for ηρ. Thus we suggest instead of Eq. (50) to use its Taylor
expansion
ηρ = ηω
10∑
n=0
[
|1− ηω|(1 + 4 C
2
ω
C2ρ
)
]n
, (53)
that solves the pole problem. To reproduce (50) in the range 0 < 1−ηω <∼ 0.15
it is sufficient to take 10 terms in (53). Certainly we could introduce other
parameterizations for the scaling functions. However we will use advantages
of the KVOR model have been demonstrated in [4,12] in application to cold
nucleon matter. Therefore we use the choice (49), (53).
Like in the KVOR model, we use a rather large value of the Dirac effective
nucleon mass at the saturation (see Eq. (51)) as compared to the most of RMF
models describing finite nuclei. The latter models usually assume m∗N/mN ≃
0.54÷ 0.7, cf. [42]. Only in this case these models allow one to appropriately
describe the orbital potential in finite nuclei. Note that if effective meson
masses are used instead of free ones, the depth of the diffuseness layer of the
nucleus is changed, affecting the value of the spin-orbit potential. This rises
hope that the spin-orbit potential problem could be resolved if we solved space-
inhomogeneous equations in our model. Indeed, already in the framework of
the standard non-linear RMF model making use of a smaller value of the
σ mass, Ref. [29] permitted to fit the nucleon density profiles. Anyhow the
description of finite size effects as well as the solution of the mentioned problem
are beyond the scope of our consideration in the present work. Noteworthy
that one should distinguish between the Dirac and Landau effective masses.
The latter value is manifested in the nucleon spectra. Experimental data seem
to favor the Landau effective nucleon mass being close to the free nucleon
mass, cf. [43,44,45]. Recent calculations of both the Dirac and Landau effective
masses within the Dirac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock approach give m∗N/mN ≃
0.7 for the Dirac mass and ≃ 0.8 for the Landau mass (see Fig. 2 in [46])
whereas pure RMF model calculation and that with the energy-dependent
correction produce values 0.76 and 0.92, respectively [45]. Since the ratio 0.92
for the Landau mass obtained within the model [45] is still low to explain
nucleon spectra it can be considered as an argument that within this model
the corresponding ratio m∗N/mN for the Dirac mass should be higher than
0.76.
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Now we will demonstrate that the SHMC model describes the nucleon optical
potential in an optimal way. Optical potentials for a proton or neutron passing
through the cold (T = 0) nuclear matter are introduced as, cf. [47,48]:
UNopt = ǫ−
√
p2 +m2N , N = p, n , (54)
where ǫ is the nucleon energy and p is the 3-momentum. Substituting p2 from
equations of motion
√
p2 +m∗2N = ǫ− gωN χω ω0 − t3N gρN χρ R0 + tQN V , (55)
UNopt = ǫ−
√
(ǫ− gωN χω ω0 − t3NgρN χρ R0 + tQNV )2 −m2N(Φ2N − 1), (56)
t3N and t
Q
N are given in Table 1. For the N = Z, V = 0 case, proton and
neutron optical potentials coincide.
Energy dependence of the nucleon optical potential for nB = n0, N = Z
is shown in Fig. 1. Calculated results are presented at T = 0 and there-
fore coincide with those for the KVOR model. The band is the optical po-
tential extracted from the data [49] and recalculated to the case of the
infinite nuclear N = Z matter in [47]. Different lines are RMF calcula-
tions within the standard Walecka model for various effective nucleon masses
m∗N/mN = 0.54, 0.71, 0.8, 0.85 [47]. We see that the resulting optical potential
of the KVOR model is the closest to that with m⋆N/mN =0.8 of [47]. Since
in application to HIC particle spectra should be described in a large energy
range (up to and above proton momenta ∼ 1 GeV/c) in average the KVOR
description of the data is optimal.
The isovector part of the optical potential Unopt − Upopt is less constrained by
the data, cf. [50]. Therefore we do not consider it here.
The ratios xmb (see Eq. (31)) are not well fixed experimentally. Different pos-
sible choices are reviewed in [51,52]. Within a quark counting model (cf. ”case
I” of Ref. [18]) one gets xmb = 1 for non-strange baryons (in our case ∆’s) and
xωΛ = xωΣ = xωΣ∗ = xρΣ = xρΣ∗ = xρΛ = 2xωΞ = 2xρΞ =
2
3
(57)
in the strange sector, whereas the constituent SU(6) quark model, gives dif-
ferent values, e.g., xρΞ = 1, xρΛ = 0. In this paper we use the quark counting
values first and then allow for a variation of these parameters.
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Fig. 1. Energy dependence of the nucleon optical potential for N = Z, V = 0.
Results for different values of the nucleon effective mass (8) m⋆N/mN =0.54, 0.71,
0.8 and 0.85 calculated in the Walecka model [47] are plotted by dotted, thin con-
tinuous, dashed and dashed-dotted lines, respectively. The solid line corresponds
to our calculations with parameter choice (51). Shaded area shows uncertainties in
extrapolation from finite nuclei to cold nuclear matter [47].
The ratios xσh are determined with the help of the relations (compare with [18]):
Ehbind(n0) = (g
2
ωNn0/[ηω(n0) m
2
ω])xωh − (mN −m∗N (n0)) xσh, (58)
where Ehbind(n0) is the binding energy for the hyperon h. There is a convinc-
ing evidence from the systematic study of hypernuclei that for Λ particles
EΛbind ≃ −30 MeV. For Ξ we adopt the value EΞbind ≃ −18 MeV and for Σ
hyperon EΣbind ≃ −10 MeV (following ”case I” of [18]) is taken. There are
no experimental data for Σ∗. For Σ∗ we take the same value as for Σ. One
could use other parameter choices within experimental error bars, e.g. follow-
ing ”cases II-IV” of Ref. [18].
We put the coupling gωπ = 0, because ω does not decay in two pions. As
follows from the π− atomic data, one needs a slight π− energy shift upward,
∼ 10 ÷ 30 MeV for N = Z at the saturation density nB = n0, cf. [53].
The value of the pion Σ-term estimated from scattering data is rather small:
ΣπN ≃ 30÷45 MeV. Since both these values (energy shift and ΣπN ) are small,
we can assume gωπ = gσπ ≃ 0. The p-wave πNN and πN∆ interactions are
disregarded within our RMF-based model, as all other p-wave effects. Thus
for N = Z we deal with free pions.
The ρπ-meson coupling gρπ, which is necessary to describe the pion behavior
in isotopically asymmetric matter, can be found by matching with the s-wave
Weinberg-Tomazawa term of π− polarization operator
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gρπR0 → nn/(2f 2π) for nB → 0, Z = 0, (59)
as it is motivated by the chiral symmetry, fπ = 93 MeV, cf. [22]. Thus one
gets
gρπ ≃ mρ
2gρN f 2π
. (60)
The corresponding value gρπ ≃ 6 is consistent with that follows from the
universality relation, cf. [25].
For the kaon coupling constants, we take gωK = gωN/3, gρK =
1
2
gρN as follows
from quark counting, cf. [51], and gσK is evaluated from the K
+ and K−
optical potentials at nB = n0 :
U
(K+/K−)
opt (n0, T = 0) = −gσK σ(n0, T = 0)± gωK ω0(n0, T = 0) .
The experimental values of UK
+
opt (n0, T = 0) are in the range ≃ 20÷ 30 MeV.
It is known that the ΣKN sigma term is significantly larger than ΣπN . How-
ever the former quantity is not well determined and may vary in a broad
range, ΣKN ∼ 150 ÷ 400 MeV. The values of a deep potential UK−opt (n0, T =
0) ≃ −100 ÷ −200 MeV are derived in Refs. [54] from analysis of kaonic
atom phenomenology, whereas self-consistent calculations based on a chiral
Lagrangian [20] and coupled-channel G matrix theory within meson exchange
potentials [55] yield UK
−
opt (n0, T = 0) ≃ −50÷−80 MeV. In Ref. [18] the effec-
tive value ΣKN ≃ 150 MeV is extracted using the analysis of the kaon-nucleon
scattering of [20]. Thereby, we apply a shallow K− potential UK
−
opt (n0, T =
0) ≃ −80 MeV. For the K+ potential we take UK+opt (n0, T = 0) = 21.4 MeV.
With these potentials we find coupling constants
(A) : g∗σK = 0.13 gσN , g
∗
ωK =
1
3
gωN . (61)
The density dependence of the UK
−
opt and U
K+
opt is even less constrained. Thus
we also use an another set of kaon couplings obtained with the help of the
scaling
(B) : g∗σK = 0.13 gσN χσ/χσ(n0), g
∗
ωK =
1
3
gωN χω/χω(n0) (62)
in accordance with the above scaling hypothesis.
In Fig. 2 the kaon and antikaon dispersion curves are shown versus the baryon
density for iso-symmetric system at vanishing temperature for both sets of
couplings. The difference between the kaon (and antikaon) dispersion curves
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Fig. 2. Kaon and antikaon energies for ~p = 0 as a function of the baryon density
for N = Z, T = 0, V = 0 for two sets of couplings: Solid curves are for the (A)
set without scaling, Eq. (61), and dashed curves are for the (B) set with scaling,
Eq. (62).
for these two parameter choices is tiny up to 2n0 and becomes significant at
higher baryon densities. Energies of antikaons ωK− reach zero at nB ≃ 4.5n0
and ≃ 7n0 for parameter sets (A) and (B), respectively. If a deeper K− optical
potential is used, as suggested in [54], one obtains that ωK− = 0 at smaller
density. We note that the points ωK− = 0 are not the critical points of a
antikaon condensation. In HIC strangeness is conserved. Then K− mesons
can be created only in pairs with K+ mesons at T = 0, if the hyperon Fermi
seas are not filled. Then the condensation condition for kaons and antikaons
looks like ωK±(p = 0)±µstr = 0. In the case of infinitely long-living matter the
strangeness is not conserved, and we would deal with the kaon condensation
at ωK− = 0 for T = 0. The consideration of the dense N = Z system at T = 0
has only pedagogical interest, however.
Effect of the η-meson on thermodynamic quantities is minor. In our calcula-
tions of characteristics of HIC we take ΣηN ≃ 140 MeV, κηN = 0.2 fm (see
Eq. (19)). These values are twice smaller than the average-weighted values
ΣηN ≃ 280 MeV, κηN = 0.4 fm used in Ref. [30]. We make this choice in order
to simplify the consideration by avoiding a possibility of η condensation in a
wide baryon density - temperature range of our interest. Differences of these
two parametrization in the η meson mass are shown in Fig. 3.
In case when there is no information on interactions of a particle with mean
σ-, ω- and ρ-meson fields, or if it is known that this interaction is rather weak,
we treat this particle as a free one. As we have mentioned, we consider η′(958),
K∗(892) and ϕ(1020) as free particles. We also consider Ω and Ξ∗ as free ones.
For Σ∗ we use the same couplings as for Σ.
Though the constructed model describes arbitrary iso-asymmetric systems, in
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Fig. 3. Effective η meson mass given by Eq. (81) in Appendix A as a function
of the baryon density for N = Z, T = 0, for two sets of couplings. Solid curve:
ΣηN = 280 MeV, κηN = 0.4 fm. Dash curve: ΣηN = 140 MeV, κηN = 0.2 fm.
this paper we further focus on the study of isospin-symmetric nuclear matter,
N = Z, and disregard small Coulomb effects. In calculations presented below
we use by default parameters (52), (57), (62), unless other is specified.
5 SHMC EoS for T = 0 and N = Z
At vanishing temperature our model differs from that of KVOR [12] in two
aspects: (i) we take into account a possibility of occupation of the Fermi seas
by different baryon species at higher baryon densities; (ii) we incorporate
a possibility of condensation of the (quasi)Goldstone boson fields, when it
occurs.
The left panel of Fig. 4 shows the baryon density dependence of the ratio
of the effective mass to the bare mass for nucleons and ω and ρ excitations,
m∗N/mN = m
part∗
ω /mω = m
part∗
ρ /mρ = Φ for Φ > 0, see Eqs. (8) - (11), and
(44), as well as for σ excitations, mpart∗σ /mσ, given by Eq. (43) for T = 0.
We observe that the effective masses monotonically decrease up to a minimal
value at the density nB < nmin,B ≃ 8n0 and then begin to grow. This is
a consequence of the fact that within our model the masses depend non-
linearly on the σ field and this dependence is determined within self-consistent
calculations. Due to this feature the SHMC model EoS is getting stiffer with
increasing baryon density in the range nB < nmin,B and then it becomes softer
for nB > nmin,B. Such a high-density behavior could additionally favor the
deconfinment phase transition at large densities (nB > nmin,B) at T = 0 if it
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Fig. 4. Baryon density dependence of the effective-to-bare mass ratio at T = 0,
N = Z. Left panel: for nucleon- ω-ρ excitations (solid line), and for σ excitations
(dashed line). Right panel: The same as in left panel but for the ∆(1232) isobar
(solid line) and the Λ(1116) hyperon (dashed line).
had not yet happened at a smaller density. We could chose model parameters
in such a way that the value of nmin,B would be smaller, in favor of shifting
the position of the deconfinment transition to smaller density. However it
would result in the simultaneous decrease of the maximum neutron star mass
< 1.9M⊙. The latter may come in conflict with experimental data on neutron
stars, see [4].
Note that the non-linear density dependence of the nucleon and σ effective
masses resembles the density dependence of the chiral and gluon condensates
obtained in Refs. [56,57].
In the right panel of Fig. 4 we show effective masses of the ∆(1232) isobar
and the Λ(1116) hyperon, as representative examples of heavy baryon species.
Their baryon density dependence is similar to that for the nucleon, with the
same value of nmin,B. However the value of m
∗
b(nmin,B)/mb (b 6= N) is higher
than m∗N(nmin,B)/mN .
In Fig. 5 we show the density-dependent total energy per baryon for SHMC
EoS in comparison with that for the Urbana-Argone (A18+δv+UIX*) EoS
[39] (in the HHJ version of Ref. [41]) and for the ideal gas (IG) EoS. Within
the IG model we include the same particle species, as in the SHMC model,
but in this case all mean fields and thus all particle interactions are switched
off. Thus, in the IG model at T = 0 only nucleon Fermi seas contribute.
It is seen that difference between SHMC EoS and IG EoS grows strongly
with the density increase indicating to an important contribution of particle
interactions. The threshold density for the appearance of the ∆(1232) isobars
is ∼ 12 n0 and their Fermi sea again melts for nB > 20 n0 (these densities
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Fig. 5. Baryon density dependence of the total energy per baryon (solid line) for
SHMC EoS, for A18+δv+UIX* in the HHJ parametrization [41] (dotted line), and
for the IG EoS (dashed line); T = 0, N = Z. Arrows show the threshold densities
for the appearance and melting of the ∆ isobar Fermi sea. Dashed-dotted curve
is a partial contribution of the repulsive vector field term of the SHMC EoS. For
comparison the kinetic energy EN/nB −m⋆N for the SHMC model is shown by the
thin continuous line.
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Fig. 6. Baryon density dependence of pressure for symmetric nuclear matter at T = 0
for the SHMC (solid line) and IG (dashed) EoS. The shaded area corresponds to
the experimental constraint derived from HIC [59].
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are shown by arrows in Fig. 5). Appearance of ∆’s almost does not affect the
total energy per baryon. Hyperons do not occur at all for N = Z in contrast
with β-equilibrium matter, cf. [18].
Though baryon and meson masses begin to increase for nB > nmin,B, this
only moderately affects the stiffness of the EoS, since the suppression of the
nucleon kinetic term (thin solid line in Fig. 5) is largely compensated by the
increase of the repulsive vector meson term (dashed-dotted line in Fig. 5). Due
to that SHMC EoS remains stiffer for n > nmin,B compared to the HHJ EoS
(dotted line in Fig. 5).
The SHMC EoS begins to differ from the HHJ EoS for nB > 4n0 and this
difference increases with increase of the baryon density. Such a behavior, cf.
[12], results in an increase of the value of the maximum neutron star mass,
Mmax = 2M⊙, that is in agreement with the value Mmax = (2.1 ± 0.2)M⊙
(at the 1σ confidence level) derived in [58] from the observations of the PSR
J0751+1807, a millisecond pulsar in a binary system with a helium white
dwarf secondary.
In Fig. 6 the pressure calculated in the SHMC model (solid line) is compared
with the experimental constraints coming from the analysis of elliptic flow in
HIC [59]. As it has been argued in [4], only the EoS with pressure curves, being
close to the upper boundary of the band, satisfies the maximum neutron star
mass constraint. Pressure within the IG model of EoS (dashed line) does not
fulfill the HIC flow constraint. To satisfy the flow constraint at T = 0, one
definitely needs a much stiffer EoS than that given by the IG model.
Transport calculations [60] have demonstrated that subthreshold K+ produc-
tion may provide an important information to constrain the EoS of the warm
symmetric nuclear matter for nB <∼ 3 n0. Within the last decade the KAOS
collaboration at GSI performed measurements of the kaon production [61].
Analysis of the data [62] led to a conclusion that the EoS satisfying the kaon
data is compatible with the above-required flow constraint. Both constraints
hold true with the EoS of the Urbana-Argonne group (A18 + δv +UIX∗) and
with the KVOR-based SHMC EoS used here.
6 SHMC EoS for T 6= 0 and N = Z
6.1 Density-temperature dependence of effective masses of excitations
The effective masses of the nucleon and ω/ρ excitations follow the same scal-
ing law and coincide, see Eqs. (11), (43), (44). As it is seen from the left panel
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of Fig.7, at the baryon density nB < 6 ÷ 8 n0 and T <∼ 190 MeV, the effec-
tive masses of the nucleon and ω/ρ excitations and the σ excitation decrease
when the density grows up and then they start to increase at higher densities
similarly to the case T = 0.
Generally, different phase states can be realized within the SHMC model. At
some density nB = n
σπ
B and temperature T = T
σπ the σ excitation mass may
reach the value 2mπ. Then the decay σ → 2π becomes forbidden at higher T
and µB. Ref. [63] argued that due to long-scale field fluctuations the scattering
length of two pions at rest should go to infinity at nB → nσπB , identically to
the so called ”Feshbach resonance” at zero energy to be used in atomic physics
for cold trapped atoms. The result is also known as a new ”strong coupling”
regime of matter which manifests a liquid-like behavior [64]. However these
interesting questions are beyond the scope of the present paper since in the
SHMC model the particle excitations have no widths. Therefore we continue
to apply our model without any modifications also for nB > n
σπ
B .
In addition, the σ excitation mass reaches the value mπ at some density n
chir
B
and temperature T = T chir. Note that in models with inherent chiral symmetry
the σ and π masses meet at the chiral symmetry restoration point. As it is
seen from Fig. 7, with the SHMC model for the T = 0 case the σ excitation
mass remains always higher than the double pion mass. But at sufficiently high
temperature, T >∼ 190 MeV, both points, nB = n
σπ
B and n
chir
B , are reached.
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Fig. 7. The effective masses of the nucleon, ω, ρ excitations (thick lines), and of
σ meson excitations (thin lines), N = Z. Two dotted straight lines show the σ
mass levels mσ = 2mπ and mσ = mπ (bottom). Left panel: The baryon density
dependence at different temperatures. Right panel: Temperature dependence at the
baryon density nB = 0 (continuous lines) and nB = 5n0 (dashed lines).
As follows from the left panel of Fig. 7, for the phase range T <∼ 190 MeV and
nB < (6 ÷ 8) n0 the density behavior of effective masses is similar to that in
models with inherent partial restoration of the chiral symmetry. The values
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of effective masses decrease at low densities with the temperature increase in
accordance with behavior of Φ = 1 − f . For T > 190 MeV all the effective
masses are getting small rather sharply but then grow slowly with the increas-
ing density. At temperature T =188 MeV the critical value nσπB is reached first
at nσπB ≈ 4n0 and this phase state is left at nσπB ≈ 8nB (see crossing of the
thin dashed line with the horizontal one). At T = 200 MeV the mass of the σ
field is less than mπ for 0 ≤ nB <∼ 10n0.
As it is seen from the right panel of Fig. 7, the temperature dependence of the
effective masses of nucleon and sigma excitations is small up to T ∼ 170÷180
MeV. For higher temperatures the effective masses begin to decrease abruptly
and for nB = 0 we have T
σπ ≈ T chir ≈ 190 MeV. If one proceeds to the
dense matter (nB = 5n0) the difference between these temperatures is about
few MeV. Within this narrow temperature interval the second derivative of
the effective mass with respect to temperature changes the sign. The effective
nucleon-ω-ρ and σ excitation masses reach zero at the same critical temper-
ature Tcσ, about 210 MeV. Since the coupling scaling functions χσ and χω
follow the same dropping trend as the mass scaling function Φ, in vicinity of
Tcσ we deal with a gas of almost massless excitations. Similar result has been
obtained in [65] using a generalized local symmetry approach and vector man-
ifestation arguments. The anti-nucleon yield rapidly increases due to a sharp
decrease of the nucleon mass.
For T > Tcσ the effective nucleon mass becomes negative. For the first time
such a behavior of the nucleon effective mass has been found within the stan-
dard RMF model including ∆ resonance in [66]. Authors suggested a specific
choice for the resonance-σ couplings that allows to restore positiveness of
masses. Actually in the region where the effective nucleon mass is negative
nothing dramatic happens. The nucleon spectrum given by Eqs. (27), (28)
continues to be well defined since these equations enters m∗2N rather than m
∗
N .
Note that in our model the effective ω and ρ excitation masses follow the law
(11), (44). Thus they only touch zero at T = Tcσ and become again positive
for T > Tcσ. Therefore ω and ρ condensates should not appear at T > Tcσ.
However the effective mass of the σ excitation (mpart∗σ , see Eq. (66 ) in Ap-
pendix A) is getting imaginary at T > Tcσ. Thus, the ground state proves to
be unstable with respect to the Bose condensation of the σ excitation field.
The stability is achieved due to the self-interaction between the σ-particle
excitations, see Appendix B. Such a condensation might be called ”hot Bose
condensation” since it occurs at T > Tcσ, in contrast with the standard Bose-
Einstein condensation appearing with the temperature decrease. A possibility
of hot Bose condensation has been considered in [24], within a different model
which includes effects of particle widths. In order not to complicate consid-
eration we avoid description of temperature region above Tcσ in the present
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work.
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Fig. 8. Baryon density dependence of energies ωK (upper panels)) and ωK − µs
(lower panels) for kaons (thick lines) and antikaons (thin lines) at ~p = 0 at three
values of the temperature T =42, 132 and 188 MeV, N = Z. Left panel: the (A)
set for kaon couplings without scaling, Eq. (61). Right panel: for the (B) set of
couplings with scaling, Eq. (62).
Fig. 8 (upper panels) presents the baryon density dependence of the energy
for kaons (K+ or K0) and antikaons (K− or K¯0) with zero momenta at three
values of temperature, see Eqs. (77)-(79) of Appendix A. Kaons (K+ and
K0) (as well as antikaons (K− and K¯0)) have the same dispersion relations
in the iso-symmetrical matter, if a small Coulomb contribution is neglected.
We see that the K+ energy only slightly depends on the temperature for
T <∼ 170 MeV, ωK+ decreases with the T increase. Temperature dependence
of the K− energy is also minor for T <∼ 170 MeV, ωK− increases with the T
increase. Thus for T <∼ 170 MeV the density dependence remains similar to
that at T = 0, see Fig. 2. For higher temperatures the T dependence becomes
significant for both kaons and antikaons. At nB = 0, branches ωK+ and ωK−
coincide. For set B of scaled couplings the dispersion curves are more flat than
for set A. For set A, ωK− vanishes at nB ∼ (3÷ 5)n0 (for T ≤ 188 MeV) and
for set B, for nB ∼ 7n0. However it does not mean that the condensation
occurs. The necessary condition for condensation is ωK(~p = 0) − µs = 0,
µs = µstr for kaons and µs = −µstr for antikaons, see Eq. (83) of Appendix
A. This difference is plotted in the bottom part of Fig. 8. It is seen that the
kaon condensation condition is never fulfilled. Antikaon condensation takes
place only if the density-dependent scaling is neglected (set A), at nB ∼ 8n0
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and T ∼ 190 MeV. With set B of couplings the antikaon condensation does
not occur in the relevant density-temperature range. Therefore we perform
subsequent calculations of HIC for the case B.
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Fig. 9. Baryon density dependence of the η effective mass at four values of the
temperature T =42, 132, 188 and 200 MeV, N = Z, for ΣηN = 140 MeV and
κηN = 0.2 fm.
Fig. 9 shows that the η effective mass monotonically falls down with the baryon
density if the temperature is not very high. However at T ∼ 200 MeV the η
effective mass becomes almost independent of nB for nB <∼ 12n0,m
∗
η/mη ≃ 0.4,
within the nB − T region depicted in Fig. 9. For nB >∼ 15n0 the in-medium
η mass practically is independent of temperature. The η condensation does
not appear for T ≤ Tcσ. If we used parameter choice ΣηN = 280 MeV and
κηN = 0.4 fm (see solid line in Fig. 3) we would meet with the η condensation
problem.
6.2 SHMC EoS for baryonless matter.
Now let us consider the case nB ≃ 0 that is close to conditions realized at
RHIC. The decrease of the hadron masses with increase of the temperature
for nB ≃ 0 has been found in [24] as the consequence of the blurring of the
baryon and meson vacuum. Here we obtain a similar effect but within the
quasiparticle picture.
In Fig. 10 temperature dependence of the pressure is shown in T 4 units (left)
and the specific heat, in T 3 units (right) for nB = 0. On the left panel the
solid curve presents our calculation with parameters determined in sect. 4.
The dashed curve shows pressure in the case when contribution of all baryons,
except neutrons and protons, is artificially suppressed while the dotted curve
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Fig. 10. Temperature dependence of the reduced pressure (left) and reduced specific
heat (right) for iso-symmetric baryonless matter. The solid line presents our full
calculation. The dashed line shows the case when contribution of all baryons besides
neutrons and protons is artificially suppressed. Two dashed-dotted lines are the case
when all gmb couplings except for nucleons are suppressed by factors of 2/3 and 1/3,
respectively. Squares show the lattice QCD result for the 2+1 flavor case [67]. The
dotted curve is for the IG model.
is given for the IG model. All curves are close to each other for T <∼ 160 ÷
170 MeV. Differences start at higher temperatures where high-lying baryon
resonances come into play. At T = Tcσ the effective mass squared for the σ
excitation drops to zero and becomes negative for T > Tcσ. In order not to
complicate the consideration we avoid discussion of the hot Bose condensation
of σ excitations. Therefore we cut the solid line at T > Tcσ. In the case when
baryon resonance contributions (except nucleons) are artificially suppressed,
the effective nucleon mass as well as the σ excitation mass approach zero only
at T →∞ (if η is a free particle, otherwise η may condense at Tcη ≃ 265 MeV).
We also compare our result with the lattice QCD calculations for 2 + 1 fla-
vor [67]. One usually believes the lattice data for the quark-gluon sector
(i.e. for T > Tdec ≈ 175 MeV and for nB ≃ 0). On the other hand, there
are doubts that the lattice calculations produce appropriate results for the
hadronic sector, T < Tdec, since they get unrealistically high value for the
pion mass, mπ ∼ 700 MeV, instead of the physical value 140 MeV, cf. [67].
Recently a higher deconfinement temperature was obtained in lattice QCD
calculations for similar system with almost physical value of the pion mass,
Tdec = 192(7)(4) [68]. However thermodynamical characteristics still have not
been recalculated. Therefore we may use any hadron EoS for T < Tdec (with a
not precisely known value of Tdec) without referring to the lattice data. For a
larger temperature, one could expect that the quark phase becomes energeti-
cally preferable. It happens if the pressure in the hadron phase is less than in
the quark phase. Oppositely, Fig. 10 shows that the pressure extracted from
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the lattice calculations is significantly smaller than that obtained within the
SHMC model for the hadron phase at T >∼ 170 MeV. This may mean that
we have no deconfinement phase transition with our EoS with the values of
the coupling constants used. Instead, within our model we obtain a state of a
high-temperature hadron gas of many baryon resonances (quasiparticles in the
given model) and bosons, with small effective masses. This phase is enriched
by antiparticles. As we have mentioned above, this result coincides with that
of Ref. [24], though here it is obtained within a phenomenological quasiparticle
scheme while in [24] it is a consequence of blurring of the hadron vacuum.
The deconfinement transition could be constructed if the (lattice) quark-gluon
EoS is matched with our EoS for lower T (Tdec <∼ 160 MeV) when our hadron
phase pressure is not yet too high (compare solid and dashed lines in Fig. 10).
Another possibility for the deconfinment transition can be associated with
a different mechanism: The overlapping of the hadron cores, if hadrons are
considered as composite particles. We have a dramatic increase of hadron
degrees of freedom at T >∼ 170 MeV. Thus the hadron cores may become
overlapping for such temperatures. If this mechanism works, the deconfinment
transition should be treated as an enforced Mott-like transition occurring due
to the melting of composite hadrons, rather than matching the pressures of
two different phases.
In Fig. 10 solid lines present results of calculations with the default param-
eters defined in sect. 4. Here we have Tcσ ≃ 210 MeV. Dashed-dotted lines
demonstrate the cases when gmb couplings, except for nucleons, are suppressed
by factors 2/3 and 1/3 (as indicated on the plot). The latter case (with 1/3
prefactor) allows to fit the lattice data up to T ∼ 240 MeV. In this case a
quark liquid would masquerade as a hadron one. In principle one could fit
the lattice data in a still larger region of temperatures (e.g., up to 500 MeV)
introducing χσ < Φ. A violation of the universality of the σ scaling would be
in a line with that we have used for ω and ρ, ηω 6= 1 and ηρ 6= 1. However
we will not elaborate this possibility in the present work. The dashed-dotted
curve labelled by 1/3 is cut at Tcη ≃ 265 MeV. At this point the η-meson mass
becomes imaginary within our parametrization and η condensate arises. If η
were treated as a free hadron, we would obtain Tcσ ≃ 330 MeV in this case.
The right panel of Fig. 10 demonstrates the temperature behavior of the spe-
cific heat for nB = 0. With the standard choice of couplings (solid curve)
we observe a sharp peak with maximum at T ≃ 190 MeV. At this point the
second derivative of the effective nucleon-ω-ρ and σ-excitation masses changes
the sign. The specific heat retains a continues function. The obtained behav-
ior is typical for the strong crossover transition. Note that such a behavior of
the specific heat was also found within the standard RMF model [69]. In the
case of the second-order phase transition, the specific heat would be discon-
tinues at the critical point. When gmb couplings are suppressed, the peak is
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smoothed that reminds about a weak crossover. Often the temperature at the
maximum of the specific heat is associated with the critical temperature of a
phase transition. However note that in our case the position of this maximum
T ≃ 190 MeV slightly differs from the T = T chir and it differs also from Tcσ
(∼ 210 MeV), see Fig. 7. This fact of non-unique value of the critical tem-
perature Tc is also manifested in the lattice calculations: Analysis of different
thermodynamic quantities leads to different numerical values of Tc even in
the continuum and thermodynamic limits [70]. One should keep in mind that
there is no liberation of internal (quark-gluon) degrees of freedom of hadrons
in the RMF models. Note that the P/T 4 curve calculated in the IG model is
below our result even if only nucleons are taken into account (compare dotted
and dashed curves in left panel of Fig. 10). This is due to the decrease of the
nucleon mass with increasing temperature in the SHMC model. The specific
heat cV /T
3 in the IG model does not saturate for high T , whereas all curves
of the SHMC model tend to constant values.
6.3 SHMC EoS for nB 6= 0
In Fig. 11 we show temperature dependence of the pressure (left) and spe-
cific heat (right) for baryon densities nB/n0 =2, 5 and 10. The pressure gets
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Fig. 11. Temperature dependence of the pressure (left) and specific heat (right) at
nB 6= 0 for N = Z for three values of nB .
minimum at temperature T ≃ (175÷ 200) MeV and grows for higher T . The
calculations are stopped at T = Tcσ as was mentioned above. The value Tcσ
depends on nB only moderately. We see that the peak of the specific heat
survives at finite baryon density. The value of the temperature Tmax corre-
sponding to the peak is slightly shifted up with the baryon density but the
hight of the peak changes significantly. In particular, the position of the cv/T
3
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maximum is Tmax ∼ 190 MeV at nB <∼ 2n0 and moves to about 200 MeV for
the density nB = 10n0.
6.4 Particle densities
The particle density of species i is given by
ni = gi
∫
d3p
(2π)3
fi(p) , (63)
where the spin-degeneracy factor gi = (2si+1) and fi is the particle occupation
function, see Eqs. (28)-(30),(82),(83). In the SHMC model the spectra of most
particle species are getting softer with the baryon density increase because of
in-medium effect. This occurs for all baryons and for ω and ρ due to the scaling
of the effective masses, as well as for σ and (quasi)Goldstone excitations (K−,
K¯0 and η) as a consequence of their interaction with mean fields. Therefore
the densities of these particle species are larger than in the IG case.
Temperature dependence of the density for various particle species (and for
their antiparticles) for iso-symmetric matter at different values of baryon den-
sities is shown in Fig. 12. In the nB = 0 case the particle and antiparticle
yields coincide. As it is seen, all the species besides nucleons exhibit very simi-
lar behavior (compare solid and dashed lines). Particle number density slowly
grows with the temperature increase till T ∼ 170 MeV and then rapidly goes
up. In the range T <∼ 170 MeV the SHMC results are rather close to those of
the IG model (except for a high density, see example nB = 5n0) but drastically
diverge at higher temperatures. This difference is naturally explained by the
rapid decrease of in-medium masses in the SHMC model at these temperatures
(see Figs. 4,7). In contrast, at T <∼ 170 MeV the nucleon density nN stays
almost independent of temperature at nB ≃ 0.5n0, or significantly decreases
at higher nB. These facts are due to a stabilization effect of the baryon con-
servation law and a strong growth of production of baryon excited states and
hyperons with the baryon density increase (cf. ∆ and Λ particle densities in
Fig. 12). Similarly to other species, the nucleon particle density rapidly goes
up with further temperature increase (for T >∼ 170 MeV).
Temperature-density behavior for antiparticles is quite different. In spite of
the fact that the iso-symmetric system is considered, even for IG the densities
of created kaons and antikaons are different (except for the nB = 0 case).
This is a consequence of the total strangeness conservation which takes into
account also hyperon species. Thus µstr proves to be non-zero even for N = Z
that results in nK+ 6= nK−. Although the correction to the energy dispersion
curve is positive (repulsion) for kaons and negative (attraction, see Fig. 2)
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Fig. 12. Particle number density in n0 units versus temperature at different baryon
densities for K,Λ, N,∆ and their antiparticles, N = Z. Our model results are
plotted by solid line for particles and by dashed-dotted line for antiparticles. Dashed
and dashed-double-dotted curves correspond to particles and antiparticles in the IG
model.
for antikaons, their number densities intersect at temperature 160 <∼ T <∼
180 MeV for nB 6= 0 and then, with the subsequent temperature increase,
the antikaon density even exceeds that for kaons. But it is only apparent
violation of strangeness conservation since excited kaon states K∗ contribute.
Because K∗ is treated as a free particle, nK∗+ ≫ nK∗− at high temperature
and baryon density. In particularly, at T = 190 MeV and nB = 5n0 we have
nK = 0.46n0, nK¯ = 0.68n0 and for the excited kaon state nK∗ = 1.15n0,
nK¯∗ = 0.07n0. Indeed, nK < nK¯ but the total strangeness of these four kaon
species is ∼ 0.8n0 which is compensated by hyperons. As for antinucleons,
antideltas and antihyperons, their behavior looks very similar: the yield of all
antibaryons is markedly suppressed at T <∼ 170 MeV and abruptly grows up
at higher temperature, T >∼ 180 MeV. This increase is not reproduced by the
IG model which produces significantly lower hadron densities. Generally, the
baryon density dependence of the particular number density seems to be not
as strong as temperature one.
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7 Application of the model to HIC
The SHMC model describes the EoS of hot and dense hadronic matter in a
broad range of temperatures and baryon densities. In HIC the dense mat-
ter created in the initial stage is expected to rapidly thermalize and then
it expands without significant generation of the entropy S. In the process of
expansion some particles may leave the fireball carrying away a part of the en-
tropy. Thus more appropriate characteristic which is approximately conserved
is the entropy per participant nucleon (S/NB). This thermodynamic quantity
should be conserved in quasi-equilibrium case and it is also less affected by
any possible particle loss or gain from the fireball during the expansion stage.
The predictions of our models for the evolution path in the (T, µB)-plane as
obtained from the SHMC EoS under condition of the fixed S/NB are shown
in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. Isentropic trajectories for central Au+Au collisions at different bombarding
energies calculated in our model (solid lines) and IG (dashed lines). Experimental
points with error bars are taken from [73]. The freeze-out points marked by stars are
obtained in this work (see the text below). Thin line corresponds to the freeze-out
curve in [73] while dash-dotted line is that from [72].
For the initial fireball expansion stage, in the case of semi-central Au+Au
collisions at different bombarding energies below the top AGS energy, the re-
duced entropy ratios, S/NB, were estimated within a transport Quark-Gluon
String Model (QGSM), as described in [34] 2 . The temporal S/NB dependence
2 As shown recently [74] dynamical trajectories described by the QGSM are quite
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exhibits some saturation [71], values being taken as an input for our isentropic
calculations and indicated in Fig. 13. The presented isentropic curves follow
exactly and unambiguously from the EoS. Some uncertainties in location of
these curves are coming from uncertainties in the estimate of the reduced en-
tropy related to the bombarding energy. In our case δ(S/NB) ∼ 0.1 and it
unessentially influences the trajectory location. The (T, µB) trajectories cal-
culated within the SHMC model show turning points those positions correlate
roughly with the freeze-out curve. This fact was noticed earlier in [71] where
the EoS with a phase transition was used. There the high-temperature part
of trajectory with ∂T/∂µB > 0 was associated with the quark-gluon sector of
EoS but in the present work it is due to a strong decrease of hadron masses in
the considered area of the phase diagram. Note that there is no turning point
in the IG case.
Two chemical freeze-out curves are shown in Fig. 13. Dashed-dotted curve
corresponds to the IG EoS with the chemical freeze-out condition that the
energy per hadron equals to 1 GeV (< E > / < N >= 1 GeV) [72]. It is of
interest that in the considered (T, µB) range this freeze-out curve is also very
close to that obtained for the IG EoS with the fixed baryon density nB = 0.12
fm−3 [73]. So, the net baryon density of states above the dashed-dotted line
in Fig. 13 is nB > 0.8n0. Maximal densities explored in this phase diagram
range from ∼ 2.3n0 to about 4n0 when the bombarding energy increases from
2 AGeV till the top AGS energy (these numbers depend on the region over
which averaging was made). The thin line is obtained by interpolation of
the (T, µB) fitting parameters extracted at every available bombarding energy
by the χ2 minimization of the difference between experimental and theoretical
(calculated within a statistical model with the IG EoS) hadron abundance [73].
In any analysis the thermodynamic quantities (T, µB) at the freeze-out are de-
rived from the analysis of measured particle ratios. The straightforward con-
sequence of the statistical assumption is that the mean hadron multiplicities
should be calculated in the full (4π) phase space. However, due to limited ex-
perimental acceptance it is not possible to do that in each case and instead the
particle ratios at the middle rapidity are used. Making use of middle rapidity
ratios implies that the measured distribution dN/dy is approximately constant
over the same range. The analysis of the expected dispersion of rapidity distri-
butions shows that the use of full space multiplicities is better suited over the
energy ranges of AGS and SPS [75]. Unfortunately in the energy range con-
sidered in Fig. 13 the 4π particle ratio measurements are available only at two
energies, and the thin line is obtained by the (T, µB) interpolation based on
the analysis of the middle rapidity data. Generally, both heuristic freeze-out
curves describe quite well the extracted (T, µB) values and they differ more
noticeably in the presented range Elab <∼ 10 AGeV, below the top of AGS en-
close to those in the UrQMD model providing the closeness of initial fireball stages
in these two approaches.
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ergy. Before to explain how freeze-out points marked by stars in Fig. 13 were
obtained in the given work, we consider which hadron abundance is predicted
by the SHMC model and which values of thermodynamic parameters may be
inferred from comparison with experiment.
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Fig. 14. Particle ratios calculated along the isentropic trajectories for central
Au+Au collisions at Elab = 4 AGeV. Left panel: Solid and dashed lines are cal-
culated right before freeze-out for the SHMC and IG EoS, respectively. Right panel:
Solid line is calculated in the SHMC model right after freeze-out has occurred,
with taking into account the canonical strangeness suppression. Dashed line is that
without strangeness suppression. Shaded bands correspond to uncertainties of ex-
perimental data [73]. The dotted vertical line is our estimate of the freeze-out tem-
perature.
In Fig. 14 the Elab = 4 AGeV case is exemplified in detail. In the left panel the
particle ratios for the most abundant hadrons are calculated along isentropic
trajectories of the SHMC and IG EoS’s depicted in Fig. 13. Note that these
quantities are in-medium ratios which would be ”inside” hot and dense matter
right before the freeze-out, but measured ratios correspond to free particles
after the freeze-out. Although trajectories are remarkably different for the IG
and SHMC EoS’s, the particle ratios turn out to be not so sensitive to the
choice of EoS (besides the K−/π− ratio), since freeze-out baryon densities are
rather low. In the right panel of Fig. 14 the particle ratios are shown just after
the freeze-out.
Up to now there is no appropriate theory of the freeze-out though there exist
many different recipes. Generally, transition from the collective expansion to
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kinetic stage and then to free particle streaming should be continuous and it
takes some finite time. For the sake of simplicity some sudden approximation
is often applied. If we assume a prompt freeze-out concept, the observable
yield will be defined by in-medium particle spectra dN/d3p, as we calculated
them within the SHMC model, but additionally multiplied by a pre-factor√
m2 + p2/
√
m∗2 + p2 due to quasiparticle undressing, cf. [76]. However the
assumption of prompt freeze-out might not be applicable at least for some
particle species. Besides, one should take a especial care about the total energy
conservation.
In Ref. [77] another more conventional choice was suggested. At crossing the
freeze-out point (hypersurface in a general case) the change from the in-
medium to IG EoS occurs in a ”shock-like” way: One demands the energy,
momentum, and the net baryon charge and strangeness conservations. We
do not consider the fireball expansion dynamics but use the isentropic tra-
jectory with our EoS. Thus we know nothing about momentum conservation
and in our simplified case only conservation of energy and charges is taken
into account. Certainly, important collective flow effect is out of considera-
tion. Therefore below we focus on analysis of particle ratios, where this effect
is cancelled, cf. [72,73]. We use this scenario [77] in our calculations presented
in Figs. 14 (right panel) and Fig. 15. In this case the attractive in-medium
interaction brings to an increase of temperature of free gas after freeze-out.
As shown in the right panel of Fig. 14 (dashed lines), such a procedure results
in the agreement with experiment of particle ratios at temperature by about
10 MeV higher than that inside the medium (cp. the left panel of Fig. 14).
Certainly, for the IG EoS there is no changes due to the energy-momentum
conservation.
All above-mentioned calculations have been done in the grand canonical en-
semble. However for description of strangeness production at not too high
temperatures when a number of strange particles is small, this approach is
not quite appropriate and the canonical ensemble for strangeness should be
used [78]. Replacement of the grand canonical description by the strangeness
canonical one results in extra temperature-dependent suppression factor for
strange particle densities which reaches unity for T >∼ 100 MeV. The factor
was calculated in the standard way [73,79]. This canonical strangeness sup-
pression effect is clearly seen from comparison of solid and dashed lines in
Fig. 14 (right panel). Note that, if both effects are taken into account, the
best agreement of calculated particle ratios simultaneously with all measured
ones is reached at the temperature T ≃ 78 MeV which can be treated as a
freeze-out temperature Tfr in the given case (shown by the vertical line).
Final SHMC results for hadron ratios at other four AGS energies are presented
in Fig. 15. Calculated along isentropic trajectories, these ratios take into ac-
count both the shock-like freeze-out and canonical suppression effect (compare
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Fig. 15. Particle ratios for central Au+Au collisions calculated at different collision
energies. Solid lines are SMHC results at the shock-like freeze-out with taking into
account canonical strangeness suppression. Shaded bands correspond to uncertain-
ties of experimental data [73]. In the case of Elab = 2 AGeV the experimental line
for K−/π− shows only the upper limit of this ratio. The dotted vertical lines are
freeze-out temperatures.
with in-medium ratios shown in Fig. 14 for the case Elab = 4 AGeV). One can
see that at every bombarding energy it is possible to fix some freeze-out tem-
perature Tfr by condition of the best agreement of the calculated ratios with
experiment. The extracted Tfr are shown in Figs. 14, 15 by vertical dashed
lines. One should note that the proton yield includes both direct protons and
those feeding from the resonance decays. However in the intermediate energy
range considered, a part of protons is bound into light complex particles (d, α).
This nucleon coalescence effect is the higher, the lower the bombarding energy
is, and this effect is disregarded in our model. Thus a discrepancy with exper-
iment for p/π+-ratios seen in upper panels of Fig. 15 should not be taken too
seriously.
If the Tfr on the isentropic curve is known, an appropriate baryon chemical
potential for the IG EoS at the freeze-out, µfr, can be found. These pairs of
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(Tfr, µfr) are indicated by stars in Fig. 13. The new freeze-out points, based
on the same middle rapidity particle ratios, slightly differ by some shift in
the chemical potential from those obtained by direct fitting of these ratios
in statistical theory [73]. As to Tfr, our freeze-out temperature for Elab = 10
AGeV is noticeably below the fitted one. In contrast with lower energies, at
the top AGS energy the set of 10 particle ratios was measured and used in
the statistical model fit, while our results are based on 4 ratios, as shown
in Fig. 15. If the d/p, p¯/p, Λ¯/Λ, ϕ/K+ ratios are excluded from this analysis,
then one gets Tfr = 108 ± 9 MeV and µB = 555 ± 18 MeV [73] what is in
a reasonable agreement with our result (see stars in Fig. 13). Note that this
new method for deriving freeze-out points in the phase diagram allows one to
keep some memory on the collision dynamics (the value of the entropy per
baryon and isentropic trajectories inherent to the final expansion stage) and
takes into consideration the in-medium particle modification. The freeze-out
point is taken on the phase trajectory which depends on the EoS as is seen
from comparison between the SHMC and IG models in Fig. 13. Note that
partial ratios are sensitive to the choice of the freeze-out scenario. If we used
the prompt freeze-out concept [76] we would obtain other yields.
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Fig. 16. Isentropic trajectories for ultrarelativistic central Au+Au collisions at
different bombarding energies calculated in the SHMC model with the default set
of parameters (solid lines) and with the suppressed couplings by the factor 1/3
for all baryons besides nucleons (dashed lines). Filled diamonds and triangles are
obtained from the 4π particle ratios in [73] and [75], respectively. Filled circles are
RHIC data based on the middle rapidity particle ratios [73]. Open circles, squares
and triangles are the lattice 2-flavor QCD results [81] for S/NB = 30, 45 and 300,
respectively. Two freeze-out curves are the same as in Fig. 13.
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Let us extend our analysis to higher bombarding energies. The entropy per
baryon participants was calculated in [80] within the 3-fluid hydrodynamic
model assuming occurrence of the first order phase transition to a quark-gluon
plasma. The energy range from AGS to SPS was covered there. We use the
S/NB values for Elab =158, 80, 40 and 20 AGeV, at which the particle ratios
were measured by the NA49 collaboration (cf. [73]). At the RHIC energy
we put S/NB = 300 in accordance with the estimate in [81]. Note that in
this analysis the (T, µB) thermal parameters were determined using the 4π
particle ratios, besides the RHIC point. The difference between two sets [73,75]
of (T, µB) freeze-out points is caused by more elaborated statistical model
implemented in Ref. [75]. It is of interest that both sets strongly correlate with
the freeze-out curve < E > / < N >= 1 GeV [72] and markedly differ from
interpolation of the freeze-out points based on the middle rapidity particle
ratios.
The calculated trajectories for isentropic expansion are presented in Fig. 16.
The trajectories (solid lines) behave very similar to those at lower bombard-
ing energies (shown in Fig. 13) exhibiting some flattening above the freeze-out
curve near the expected phase boundary. Such a behavior reminds the one
obtained in [82] where a smeared first-order phase transition is assumed. If
baryon couplings (besides nucleons) are suppressed by a factor 1/3, the cal-
culated trajectories turn out to be very close to the lattice QCD results [81].
Note that dealing with the finite chemical potential we use here the same
choice of parameters gmb as in the case nB = 0 (see Fig. 10).
In principle, we could repeat our particle-ratio analysis in the SPS energy do-
main for both parameterizations of the SHMC model, with suppressed and not
suppressed couplings gmb. However for this aim the used SHMC model basis of
hadron species should noticeably be enlarged by inclusion of higher resonances
since available set of experimental data for particle ratios is significantly larger
at high energies [73].
8 Conclusions and perspectives
In this paper the modified relativistic mean-field σ-ω-ρ model with scaled
hadron masses and couplings (SHMC model) formulated for T = 0 in Ref. [12]
is generalized to finite temperatures. Besides nucleon and mean fields the
model includes low-lying baryon resonances and their antiparticles, boson ex-
citations (following the SU(3) concept) and σ- ω- ρ-excitations on the ground
of mean fields. The EoS for T = 0 satisfies general constraints known from
atomic nuclei, neutron stars and those coming from the flow analysis of HIC
data. Like in the KVOR model [4], we assume that σ, ω, ρ field mass terms,
as well as nucleon masses, decrease with increase of a combination of a σ
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mean field f = gσNχ(σ)σ/mN (see Eq. (10)) corresponding to the change of
the chiral condensate density. The model supposes the simplest choice of the
Brown-Rho scaling when the change of all masses mentioned above follows the
same universal law. In order to describe properly the EoS, a similar scaling of
the coupling constants is introduced (with a slight violation of the universality
of the scaling law).
It was shown that at T = 0 our model simulates the (partial) chiral sym-
metry restoration with the baryon density increase. The baryon-ω-ρ and σ
excitation masses fall down with the baryon density increase in the interval
0 < nB < nmin,B ≃ 8n0. To certain extent, this is naturally predetermined by
the imposed Brown-Rho scaling, in terms of the factor Φ = 1−f (see Eqs. (8)
- (11)). For higher densities the masses begin to grow up. Such a behavior
resembles the density-dependence of chiral and gluon condensates obtained in
Refs. [56,57].
Although the Lagrangian of the SHMC model does not respect chiral sym-
metry the model simulates a chiral symmetry restoration with a temperature
increase. In a narrow interval of temperatures 170 <∼ T <∼ 210 MeV the nucleon-
ω-ρ and σ excitation masses drop to zero (at Tcσ ≃ 210 MeV) for the case
nB = 0 and similarly for finite nB. Masses of higher lying resonances also fall
down but do not vanish at Tcσ.
Thus at high temperatures and densities we deal with strongly interacting
hadron matter which exhibits some (pre)critical properties. These properties
can be related to the decrease of the σ effective mass. The σ excitation mass
attains zero with the temperature increase till Tcσ, while it never decreases
below a half of the bare mass at T = 0. The temperature dependence of
the EoS at T near Tcσ reminds the ”phase boundary” behavior, far away
from the IG EoS. Particularities of the thermodynamic behavior near this
”phase boundary” at high temperature were discussed in detail. In the case
nB = 0 the SHMC model results are compared with the lattice QCD data.
For T >∼ 170 MeV the pressure calculated in the SHMC model is much higher
than that predicted by lattice simulations, that may give rise to problems in
constructing a deconfinement transition if one wants to match this hadron EoS
with a quark-gluon one at T >∼ 170 MeV. The ways out of this problem have
been discussed. The most natural way seems to introduce a different scaling
law for baryon resonance coupling constants, as compared to those used for
nucleons, resulting in an increase of the masses of baryon resonances in high
temperature region compared to those used here. Then we could match our
SHMC model EoS with that for quarks and gluons at quite high temperatures
T > Tdec. In this case the quark liquid would masquerade as the hadron one.
A similar idea has been recently discussed in application to hybrid stars in
[83]. We demonstrated this idea by suppressing couplings of all baryons by
factor 1/3, except nucleons. Then we easily match the lattice pressure up to
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T ∼ 240 MeV (Tcσ ∼ 330 MeV for the case of suppressed couplings by factor
1/3, except nucleons).
The specific heat in SHMC model generates a sharp peak at T ∼ 190 MeV
simulating a strong crossover behavior. The peak is smeared out for suppressed
couplings. It is interesting that at T > Tcσ the squared effective mass of the σ
excitation becomes negative. This can be interpreted as the occurrence of the
instability with respect to a hot Bose condensation of σ excitations. Similar
possibility has been found in [24] in the framework of a different model and it
was named as hot Bose condensation since the condensate, which stabilizes the
system, appears for T > Tc rather than for T < Tc. Thus there arises a ques-
tion on a competition between the hadron hot Bose condensation phase and
the deconfined quark-gluon phase. All this may indicate that the description
of the strongly interacting matter at high temperatures is more complicated
than it was expected. In a more realistic model one should incorporate both
hadron and quark-gluon degrees of freedom interacting with each other within
a strongly correlated mixed quark-hadron state. Indeed, this idea is as old as
twenty years [84] and recent quenched lattice QCD results show the existence
of resonance structures above Tc.
As an example for implementation of the SHMC model to HIC we examined
the isentropic regime of this EoS which corresponds to expansion stage of
nuclear system. A new method for extracting thermodynamic parameters of
the freeze-out stage was considered using a shock-like model of freeze-out
[77]. This method takes into account some elements of HIC dynamics and
in-medium hadron modification. Obtained parameters prove to be a little bit
different from those derived by the standard statistical model procedure for
the energy range below the top AGS energy. The difference is within error
bars for Tfr and slightly above error bars for µfr extracted from data by
the standard procedure. For more definite conclusions more precise data are
needed as well as measurements of multistrange particles and inclusion of
them in the scheme. Moreover, the results depend on the assumed model of
the freeze-out. If we used the prompt freeze-out concept [22,76] we would
obtain significantly larger difference between in-medium and ideal gas yields.
If we want to apply the SHMC model for analyzing the particle ratios in the
RHIC energy range, we should extend the used particle set to higher meson
and baryon resonances. Here we don’t do that since their coupling constants
are unknown and we won’t generate extra uncertainties. In addition, our aim
is to demonstrate ability of the model in a broad (T, µB) range rather than
to study specific regimes. We are planning to return to this question in future
publication.
As we mentioned, if one moves to still higher temperatures, quark-gluon de-
grees of freedom become deciding. We plan to match our hadron SHMC EoS
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with quark-gluon EoS developing either a masquerade or a mixed phase sce-
nario to cover a high T −µB range of the phase diagram. Then, we would like
to insert this EoS into hydrodynamic codes [34,85] to study dynamics of HIC.
The SHMC model allows for arbitrary isotopic composition. It is interesting to
apply it to collisions of isospin-asymmetric nuclei for studying isotopic effects
and for describing initial stage of neutron star formation and cooling process
(at temperatures T <∼ 50 MeV and high baryon densities).
The model allows one a further development. It is well known [18,22] that pions
and kaons have strong πNN , πN∆, KNΛ, KNΣ∗ interactions in the p-wave
that we disregarded including only s-wave terms. These interactions can be
incorporated into the scheme. For the sake of simplicity, the gas of quasipari-
cle excitations was treated as a non-interacting gas. Feasibly this assumption
is unrealistic when we deal with high temperatures. In the paper body we
showed how one can generalize the model to the Hartree level. This can be
done straightforward. However using RMF models and their generalizations
we should always balance between a realistic and a practically tractable de-
scriptions. Thus we postpone with further generalizations of the SHMC model
to future work.
Results are sensitive to the concept of freeze-out and it would be attractive to
probe different freeze-out models.
We used spatially homogeneous solutions. However initial equations of motion
for mean fields are written in coordinate space. Thus in principle model al-
lows to describe structures of possible mixed phases that may arise in neutron
stars (cf. [29]) and feasibly in heavy ion collisions. With spatially inhomoge-
neous solutions at hand one could apply the model to study atomic nuclei and
confront it with many new experimental constraints.
These interesting questions are however beyond the scope of the present paper
and need further investigation.
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Appendix A. Energy density of the gas of boson excitations
Here we present expressions for the partial contributions to the energy density
of the gas of boson excitations, Eq. (42).
The energy density of the σ meson excitations on the ground of the σ mean
field is
Epartσ =
∞∫
0
dp p2
2π2
ωσ(p) fσ(ωσ(p)), (64)
with the dispersion relation
ωσ(p) =
√
(mpart∗σ )2 + p2, (65)
and the effective mass (43):
(mpart∗σ )
2=
C2σ m
2
σ Φ
2
σ(f)
m4N ησ
∂2EMF[f, ω0(f), R0(f), T ]
∂f 2
×
[
1− fΦ
′
σ(f)
Φσ(f)
+ f
η′σ(f)
2ησ
]−2
, (66)
where EMF[f, ω0(f), R0(f), T ] is given by Eqs. (24), (25), (26). All derivatives
are taken here over variable f with fixed particle occupation.
The energy density of the vector ω-meson excitations on the ground of the ω
mean field is
Epartω = (2sω + 1)
∞∫
0
dp p2
2π2
ωω(p) fω(ωω(p)) , (67)
with the ω spin sω = 1 and
ωω(p) =
√
(mpart∗ω )2 + p2, mpart∗ω = mω|Φω(f)| , (68)
cf. Eq. (44). Similarly the energy density of the vector and iso-vector ρ-meson
excitations on the ground of the ρ mean field is
Epartρ = Eρ+ + Eρ0 + Eρ− = (2sρ + 1) (69)
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×
∞∫
0
dp p2
2π2
[ωρ+(p) fρ(ωρ+(p)) + ωρ0(p) fρ(ωρ0(p)) + ωρ−(p) fρ(ωρ−(p))]
with the ρ spin sρ = 1 and
ωρ±(p) =∓V ± gρ χ′ρ R0 +
√
(mpart∗ρ )2 + p2, (70)
ωρ0(p) =
√
(mpart∗ρ )2 + p2, mpart∗ρ = mρ|Φρ(f)| . (71)
Conditions ∂µω
µ = 0, ∂µ~ρ
µ = 0 are fulfilled.
The energy density of the pion gas is
Epartπ = Eπ+ + Eπ0 + Eπ− =
∞∫
0
dp p2
2π2
(72)
×[ωπ+(p) fπ+(ωπ+(p)) + ωπ0(p) fπ0(ωπ0(p)) + ωπ−(p) fπ−(ωπ−(p))] ,
where for charged and neutral pions we have, respectively
ωπ±(p) = ∓V ± g∗ωπ ω0 ± g∗ρπ R0 +
√
m∗2π + p
2 , (73)
ωπ0(p) =
√
(m∗π)
2 + p2, m∗π = mπ − g∗σπσ (74)
with g∗ωπ = 0 due to absence of the ω → 2π decay.
The energy density of the kaon gas is
EpartK = EK+ + EK0 + EK− + EK¯0 (75)
=
∞∫
0
dp p2
2π2
[ωK+(p) fK+(ωK+(p)) + ωK0(p) fK0(ωK0(p))]
+
∞∫
0
dpp2
2π2
[ωK−(p) fK−(ωK−(p)) + ωK¯0(p) fK¯0(ωK¯0(p))] , (76)
where for charged kaons
ωK±(p) =∓V ± g∗ωK ω0 ± g∗ρK R0 +
√
m∗2K + p
2 , (77)
m∗K =mK − g∗σKσ (78)
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and similarly for neutral kaons
ωK0/K¯0(p) = ±g∗ωK ω0 ± g∗ρK R0 +
√
m∗2K + p
2 , (79)
The η contribution to the energy density, cf. [30], is given by
Epartη =
∞∫
0
dp p2
2π2
ωη(p) fη(ωη(p)) , ωη =
√
m∗2η + p
2 , (80)
where
m∗2η =

m2η − ∑
b∈{b}
Σηb
f 2π
< Ψ¯bΨb >

 /

1 + ∑
b∈{b}
κηb
f 2π
< Ψ¯bΨb >

 (81)
and the total baryon scalar density is
∑
b∈{b} < Ψ¯bΨb >=
∑
b∈{b} n
sc
b .
The Bose distributions of excitations are
fi=
1
exp[(
√
m∗2i + p
2 − µ∗i )/T ]− 1
, (82)
µ∗i =µi +Qi(µch + V )−Qveci g∗ωi ω0 −Qveci g∗ρiR0, (83)
i ∈ {b.ex}=σ, ω, ρ+, ρ0, ρ−; π+, π0, π−;K+, K0, K−, K¯0; η;
K∗+, K∗0, K∗−, K¯∗0; η
′
;ϕ .
Here µi = µstr for strange particles K and K
∗ and µi = −µstr for their antipar-
ticles. Qi is the boson electric charge in proton charge units, and we again did
a gauge shift of the V variable, Qveci = +1 for particle, Q
vec
i = −1 for antipar-
ticle and Qveci = 0 for the neutral particles (with all zero charges including
strangeness). We take gωπ = 0, gωK∗ = gρK∗ = 0, gωi = 0 for i = ω and gρi = 0
for i = ρ. For simplicity m∗K∗ = mK∗ , m
∗
η
′ = mη′ , m
∗
ϕ = mϕ are assumed due
to absence of corresponding experimental data.
Note that the inclusion of the p-wave pion and kaon terms can be easily
done. For that one needs to replace ωπ(p) and ωK(p) to more complicated
expressions which can be found in Refs. [18,22,23]. However, we disregard
such an interaction since its inclusion is beyond the scope of our RMF based
scheme.
Appendix B. Condensation of excitations
There are two possible types of condensations of excitations. One type is the
Bose-Einstein condensation which might occur for particles with a conserved
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charge described by a finite value of the corresponding chemical potential.
The number of condensed particles is determined by the value of the con-
served charge (electric and/or strangeness in our case) even if one ignores
self-interaction of bosons. Another type of condensation might occur for neu-
tral particles. For them chemical potential is zero. The stability in this case
is achieved by the interaction of the given boson species with other particle
species and by the self-interaction.
Bose-Einstein condensation. Let us consider charged bosons (a charge
means either electric charge or strangeness). The density of the gas of the
Bose excitations of the given species i is determined by the integral
ni = gi
∞∫
0
dp p2
2π2
fi(p) , (84)
where gi is the degeneracy factor and fi is defined by Eq. (82). For T > Tci
we have µ∗i (T ) < m
∗
i (T ) and there is no Bose-Einstein condensation. The
critical point of the Bose-Einstein condensation is determined by the condition
µ∗i (Tci) = m
∗
i (Tci). For T < Tci the integral (84) diverges. Thus for T < Tci
the excitation number density ni acquires a condensate term
ni = gi
∞∫
0
dp p2
2π2
fi(p) + n0i . (85)
Assume that the non-linear self-interaction term in the Lagrangian density
is omitted. Then the relation n0i = 2m
∗
i (T )|φcl|2 connects the condensate
density and the mean field φcl (for simplicity we assumed the presence of a
single condensate field). Then the energy density acquires extra term
δE =
∑
i∈{ex}
n0i(ni, T )m
∗
i . (86)
The condensate does not contribute to the pressure. Contribution to the en-
tropy of the Bose-Einstein condensate is also zero. Since −µ∗ini = −m∗ini for
T < Tci, the thermodynamic consistency relation holds.
Generalization to the case, when the self-interaction term in the Lagrangian
density is included, can be done as follows. The relation between µ∗i and the
mean field φcl is found from the equation of motion for the mean field. As
we have mentioned we should present the given boson field as φ = φcl + φ′.
In the gas approximation for excitations we should keep only quadratic terms
(∝ |φ′|2) in the Lagrangian density. Consider again a single (quasi)Goldstone
excitation. By averaging LintG (φ′) over the equilibrium state we find
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δU =< LintG (φ′) >≃ λ|φcl|4/2 + 2λ|φcl|2 < |φ′|2 >, (87)
< |φ′|2 >= nscφ . (88)
where nscφ is the boson scalar density (sum of tadpole diagrams) for the given
species.
Minimization of the total energy results in equations of motion for the classical
field and excitations. For classical field we obtain:
|φcl|2 = (ξ/λ)θ(ξ), (89)
where
(ωc + µ
∗)2 −m∗2 − 2λnscφ ≡ ξ, (90)
and ωc is the critical frequency given by ωc + µ
∗
c = m
∗
c . If we replace ωc + µ
∗
c
by µ∗c(Tc) and put λ = 0 we recover the Bose-Einstein condensation result
discussed above.
The spectrum of particles now becomes
(ω + µ∗)2 = m∗2 + ~p 2 + 2λ|φcl|2 . (91)
Thus as compared to calculations done in absence of the condensate, we should
replace ω =
√
m∗2 + ~p 2 − µ∗ by ω =
√
m∗2 + 2λ|φcl|2 + ~p 2 − µ∗ in equations
for particle excitation energies and add the terms λ|φcl|4/2 and −λ|φcl|4/2
to the energy density and pressure, respectively. For charged pions the chiral
symmetry consideration provides the relation λ = m2π/f
2
π .
Condensation of neutral bosons. For neutral bosons, if strangeness and
electric charge are zero, condensations may also appear. In this case µ∗i = 0.
The critical point is determined by the condition m∗(Tci) = 0. The stability
is achieved only due to the non-zero meson-meson self-interaction with the
positive coupling constant λi for φ
4 term. For η
′
and ϕ we use free dispersion
relations, thereby they never condense in the framework of our consideration.
In spite of the fact that condensate of the σ-excitations appears for T > Tcσ
rather than for T < Tcσ, it can be considered in the similar way as the cases
discussed above.
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